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1. INTRODUCTION

These specifications are an integral part of the documents drawn up for the call to tender for the
contract referred to. The documents for the call to tender comprise:

 a contract notice;

 a letter of invitation to tender;

 conditions for submitting a tender;

 specifications and the annexes thereto;

 and a model contract and the annexes thereto.
These specifications are supplemented by the following annexes, which are an integral part
thereof:

Annex I: Technical specifications

Annex II: The European Parliament's environmental policy

Annex III: Declaration on the tenderer's honour concerning the exclusion criteria and selection
criteria

Annex IV: Financial identification form - supplier

Annex V: Information sheet concerning groups of economic operators

Annex VI: Declaration concerning subcontractors

Annex VII: Financial data sheet

Annex VIII: Label to be affixed to the outer and inner envelopes when a tender is sent

Annex IX: Submission of references form

Annex X: Submission of financial tenders form
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PART I – GENERAL INFORMATION

2. SUBJECT OF THE CONTRACT

In accordance with the provisions of Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 966/2012 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on the financial rules applicable to the general
budget of the European Union, the European Parliament has decided to issue this invitation to
tender for archival processing and associated services.

This interinstitutional invitation to tender is issued by the European Parliament, acting on its
behalf and on behalf of the other contracting authorities listed below:

 the European Commission
 the European Council, the Council of the European Union
 the European External Action Service
 The European Economic and Social Committee
 the Committee of the Regions
 The European Ombudsman.

In connection with this invitation to tender, Contract Notice 2016/S 174-312035 has been
published in the Official Journal of the European Union OJ S 174 of 9 September 2016.

3. DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE AND ESTIMATED VALUE OF THE CONTRACT

3.1 Description and purpose of the contract

The purpose of this invitation to tender is to draw up a basis for archival processing and other
services associated with this process. Archival processing services is understood to mean all or
part of the typical tasks involved in archives processing: analysis; organising and managing
current and intermediate records; identification and stocktaking of archives; sorting, removal and
sampling; logical organisation of sets of documents (arrangement); analysis and archival
description in accordance with the applicable international standards, indexing and enrichment of
metadata; input of descriptive and indexing metadata into a database or by any other means;
packaging and physical organisation of the documents, physical preparation of the documents for
digitisation or the creation of microforms, including appropriate quality controls required
according to the tasks.

The contract involves live, intermediate and definitive (historical) archives and the historical
library of the European Parliament and of other European Institutions taking part in this invitation
to tender.

The contract is divided into 4 lots as follows:

 Lot 1 Analysis and studies
 Lot 2 Archival assistance
 Lot 3 Archive processing services
 Lot 4 Archival data conversion.

Tenderers may submit a tender for one or more lots. The lots are independent of each other and
may be awarded to different tenderers. The Contracting Authority reserves the right to award
only one lot or some of the total number of lots envisaged.
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3.2 Nature of the contracts

The contracts entered into at the end of this invitation to tender are multiple framework contracts
for archival processing and associated services:

- with reopening of competition for lots 1 and 4
- without reopening of competition (cascade system) for lots 2 and 3.

3.3 Duration of the contract

The contract has a total term of four years. Performance of the contract will commence only with
effect from the time when the framework contracts are signed. Any renewal of the contract shall
take place in accordance with the terms laid down in the contract.

3.4 Amount of the contract

The contract has a total maximum value of EUR 10 000 000 over the four years of the framework
contract without representing a commitment on the part of the Institutions in terms of the amount
of services actually ordered, distributed as follows:

For the European Parliament: EUR 7 220 000
For the European Commission: EUR 800 000
For the Council of the European Union: EUR 450 000
For the European External Action Service EUR 800 000
For the European Economic and Social Committee EUR 200 000
For the Committee of the Regions: EUR 450 000
For the European Ombudsman: EUR 80 000

The indicative value per lot is set out below:

Lot 1: EUR 900 000
Lot 2: EUR 3 300 000
Lot 3: EUR 5 625 000
Lot 4: EUR 175 000

3.5 Place of performance of the contract

The performance of the services requested normally takes place on the premises of the European
Institutions taking part in the invitation to tender, in Brussels, Kortenberg (Belgium),
Luxembourg (Luxembourg) or Strasbourg (France). Some services and notably those associated
with lots 1 and 4 could be performed on the premises of the contractor.

3.6 Working language

The working languages for these services shall be English and French.

Tenderers are asked to note that the archive documents affected by these services may be
expressed in any official language of the European Union.

4. PARTICIPATION IN THE TENDER PROCEDURE

Participation in this invitation-to-tender procedure is open on the same terms to all natural or
legal persons and public entities in a European Union Member State and to all natural and legal
persons and public entities of a third country which has concluded a specific public-procurement
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agreement with the European Union giving them access to the contract which is the subject of
this invitation to tender and on the terms laid down by that agreement.

In order to ascertain the eligibility of tenderers, they must indicate in their tenders the country in
which they have their registered office or in which they are domiciled. They must also submit the
evidence required under their national law or other equivalent proof enabling the Contracting
Authority to check their origin.

5. GROUPS OF ECONOMIC OPERATORS

If the tender is submitted by a group of economic operators, Annex V must be completed and
included with it.

Groups of economic operators may submit a tender. The Contracting Authority reserves the right
to require the consortium selected to have a given legal form if this is necessary for the proper
performance of the contract. This requirement may be communicated by the Contracting
Authority at any time during the contract award procedure, but in any event before the contract is
signed.

The group of economic operators shall provide proof of its legal form by the time the contract - if
awarded to it - is signed. This may take one of the following forms:

 an entity with legal personality recognised by a Member State;

 an entity without legal personality but offering sufficient protection of the Contracting
Authority's contractual interests (depending on the Member State concerned, this may be, for
example, a consortium or a temporary partnership);

 the signature by all the partners of a type of ‘power of attorney’ or equivalent document
confirming a form of cooperation.

The consortium’s actual status will be established by any document or agreement signed by the
members of the consortium, which shall be appended to the tender.

Those documents or agreements may exceptionally be modified and/or submitted after the time
limit for submission of a tender, but under no circumstances after the outcome of the invitation to
tender has been communicated to the tenderers concerned. The Contracting Authority reserves
the right to reject a tender if the terms of agreements between the members of a consortium are
modified during the procedure, if those terms make no provision for the joint and several liability
of the consortium's members or if no agreement with legal force has been submitted with the
tender.

The Contracting Authority may accept other legal forms not referred to above, provided that they
guarantee the parties’ joint and several liability and are compatible with performance of the
contract. In any event, it should be noted that, in the contract to be signed with the consortium,
the Contracting Authority will refer expressly to the existence of such joint and several liability.
In addition, it reserves the right to require, contractually, the appointment of an authorised
representative who may represent the members and who is empowered, inter alia, to issue
invoices on behalf of the other members.

Tenders from groups of economic operators must specify the role, qualifications and experience
of each of the members of the group. The tender will be submitted jointly by the economic
operators, who will also assume joint and several liability for the tender submission.
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In the case of a consortium of economic operators, each member will furnish proof of right of
access to the contract (eligibility), as well as proof concerning compliance with the exclusion and
selection criteria. With regard to the selection criteria, the Contracting Authority may rely on the
capacity of the other members of the consortium in order to establish whether the tenderer will
have the resources needed to perform the contract. In this case an undertaking shall be required
from those members stating that they will make available to the other members the resources
needed to perform the contract.

6. SUBCONTRACTING

Subcontracting is permitted.

If the tenderer uses subcontractors, Annex VI must be completed and included with the tender.

The tender shall give details, as far as possible, of that part of the contract which the tenderer
proposes to subcontract and the identity of the subcontractors. During the contract award
procedure, or during performance of the contract, the Contracting Authority reserves the right to
require tenderers to supply information about the financial, economic, technical and professional
capacity of the proposed subcontractor(s). Likewise, the Contracting Authority will demand the
requisite proof to establish whether the subcontractors comply with the requisite exclusion
criteria. Tenderers are hereby informed that proposed subcontractors may not be in one of the
situations described in Articles 106, 107 and 109 of the Financial Regulation, which entail
exclusion from participation in a contract issued by the European Union.

The Contracting Authority will verify whether the envisaged subcontractors, when subcontracting
represents a significant part of the contract, fulfil the relevant selection criteria.

The Contracting Authority is entitled to reject any subcontractor who does not comply with the
exclusion and/or selection criteria (see points 13 and 14 respectively).

Furthermore, the Contracting Authority must be informed by the Contractor of any subsequent
use of subcontracting not provided for in the tender. The authorising officer responsible reserves
the right to accept or reject the proposed subcontractor. In order to do so he or she will demand
the requisite proof to establish whether the subcontractor(s) complies/comply with the requisite
criteria. The Contracting Authority’s authorisation will always be granted in writing.

If the contract is awarded to a tenderer who proposes a subcontractor in its tender, this equates to
giving consent for the subcontracting.

7. VARIANTS

Variants are not permitted.

8. PRICES

Prices shall be fixed and inalterable.

Pursuant to Article 3 of the Protocol on the privileges and immunities of the European Union, the
price quotation will be submitted excluding VAT and other equivalent indirect taxes.

Tenderers will submit a separate price for each of the lots in respect of which they submit a
tender. For the submission of a tender covering several lots, a reduced overall price may be
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quoted if all the lots are awarded to the tenderer concerned. However, that overall price will not
be taken into consideration for the assessment of the tenders submitted. The assessment will take
account only of the separate prices for each of the lots for which the tenderer submits a bid.

9. TENDER FINANCIAL GUARANTEES

Not applicable.

10. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

Environmental policy

Tenderers undertake to comply scrupulously with the environmental legislation in force in the
field of the contract, should it be awarded to them. It should be noted in this connection that the
European Parliament applies the EMAS environmental management system in accordance with
Regulation (EC) No 1221/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November
2009. Information about EMAS is provided by the authorising department in Annex II to these
specifications. The successful tenderer shall ensure that the information provided by the
European Parliament on the EMAS programme in general, and more specifically on the
implementation of environmental measures in practice, is known by all its staff working for the
European Parliament. At the European Parliament's request the successful tenderer may be
required to certify that anyone assigned to work under the contract has received the appropriate
professional training required (technical, safety and environmental training) concerning
compliance with safety rules and correct handling of the equipment and products to be used,
including action to be taken in the event of incorrect handling or any other incidents.

11. POLICY ON THE PROMOTION OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

Tenderers undertake to observe a policy on the promotion of equality and diversity in the
performance of the contract, should it be awarded to them, by applying the principles of non-
discrimination and equality set out in European Union Treaties in full and in their entirety. More
specifically, the tenderer awarded the contract undertakes to establish, maintain and promote an
open and inclusive working environment which respects human dignity and the principles of
equal opportunities, based on three main elements:

 equality between men and women;

 employment and integration of persons with disabilities;

 the removal of all obstacles to recruitment and all potential discrimination based on gender,
race or ethnic origin, religion or convictions, disability, age or sexual orientation.

12. PERFORMANCE OF FRAMEWORK CONTRACTS

12.1 Multiple framework contracts where competition is not re-opened ('cascade' system): lots 2
and 3

The framework contracts for lots 2 and 3 will be performed on the basis of order forms, to be
signed following the application of a system whereby orders are placed without the competition
being re-opened. The establishment of this system will entail a maximum of three (3) framework
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contracts being signed with the first three (3) economic operators, ranked upon completion of the
assessment of the tenders submitted.

12.2 Multiple framework contracts where competition is reopened: lots 1 and 4

The framework contracts for lots 1 and 4 may be opened up to competition with contractors
taking part in the framework contract. The purpose is to select a maximum of:
- ten (10) contractors, who will be invited to compete for the performance of individual

analysis and studies services (lot 1)
- five (5) contractors, who will be invited to compete for the performance of data

conversion services (lot 4)
to be performed based on the framework contract.

As the precise implementation of conditions, quantities and/or delivery periods cannot be
specified in advance, the Contracting Authority intends to enter into a framework contract, which
sets out the basic conditions for a series of specific contracts to be signed throughout its term.

When one of the Institutions taking part in this invitation to tender places an order, and before
signing a specific contract, it will invite the contractors in writing to submit a new tender for the
specific order. The procedures and the time limits for submitting the new tender will be set out in
the invitation sent by the Institution.

Following receipt and assessment of the new tenders, the Institution will decide on the award of
the order, which will be carried out once the specific contract has been signed.

The award criteria and the weighting thereof, laid down for the purpose of assessing the new
requested tenders, are as follows:

Qualitative assessment:

The tenderers must present a bid setting out all of the points touched upon by the specifications in
order to score as many points as possible. Simply repeating the statutory requirements set out in
the tender specifications without going into detail or without providing any added value will
result in a very low score. The quality of the tender will be assessed out of 100 points based upon
the following criteria.

Criterion 1: Quality of the proposed methodology (30 points)

This criterion assesses:
a) the relevance and the strength of the proposal, as measured against the detailed

requirements set out in the tender specifications in terms of technical content and
completeness;

b) the degree to which the methodology demonstrates the ability to resolve issues underlying
the service request in a realistic, efficient and well-structured manner;

c) as well as the adequacy of the proposed methods in terms of the requirements set out in
the tender specifications.
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Criterion 2: Work organisation (40 points)

This criterion assesses the way in which the roles and responsibilities of the proposed team and
economic operators, including subcontractors, where applicable, are divided up for each task. It
also assesses the overall assignment of time and resources for the project and for the task or
deliverable, and whether this assignment is adequate for the job. The tender must provide details
on the distribution of time and resources and justification for this assignment.

Criterion 3: Quality control (20 points)

This criterion assesses the quality control system applied to the envisaged service in terms of the
specifications relating to the quality of the deliverables, linguistic quality control and the
continuity of the service in the event of the absence of a member of the team. The quality system
should be described in detail in the tender and adapted to the tasks to be undertaken; a generic
quality control system will receive a low score.

Criterion 4: Organisation and management of the framework contract (10 points)

The tenders attaining less than 60% of the total points or less than 50% of the points awarded for
a single criterion will be excluded from the remainder of the assessment procedure.

Financial assessment:

The assessment will relate to the overall financial offers for each tenderer. Each cost unit may not
exceed the financial tender appended to the framework contract. Failure to comply with this
requirement will result in rejection of the tender.

Award

The specific contract will be awarded to the tender that is most attractive economically, offering
the best value for money, based upon the following formula:

Weighting for quality Q: 70%
Weighting for price P: 30%

Formula for calculating the award score:

Score = (Pm / Po)*30 + (Qo/100)*70

Where Pm represents the lowest reference price amongst the tenders submitted for assessment;
Po represents the reference price proposed by the tenderer in its tender; Qo represents the score
obtained by the tenderer for the quality criterion.

The economic operators invited to submit a tender are not required to respond to the request.
However, if the contractor does not submit any tenders after three (3) requests in their area for lot
1 and three (3) requests for lot 4, the Contracting Authority may apply the penalties provided for
in the framework contract, including a request to terminate the framework contract.

Contractors whose tender is not chosen will be informed of the reasons in writing.
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PART II – EXCLUSION, SELECTION AND AWARD CRITERIA

The assessment of the tenderers and tenders submitted takes place in three phases:

The purpose of each of these phases is:

- to check, during the first phase (exclusion criteria), whether the tenderers can take part in the
invitation-to-tender procedure and, where applicable, may be awarded the contract;

- to check, during the second phase (selection criteria), the economic and financial capacity, as
well as the technical and professional capacity of each tenderer having passed the first stage;

- to assess, during the third phase (award criteria), the tenders of the tenderer(s), which passed the
first and second stages.

13. EXCLUSION CRITERIA

The full texts of Articles 106, 107 and 108 of the Financial Regulation on exclusion criteria and
their application are available in the Official Journal of the European Union, No L 286 published
on 30 October 2015, pages 1-29.

Article 106 of the Financial Regulation (extracts): only points 1, 4, 7 and 8 of Article 106 have
been reproduced.

1. The contracting authority shall exclude an economic operator from participating in
procurement procedures covered by this regulation in the following cases:

a) where the economic operator is bankrupt or is the subject of insolvency or winding-up
proceedings, where its assets are being administered by a liquidator or by the court,
where it is in an arrangement with creditors, where its business activities are suspended
or it is in any analogous situation arising from a similar procedure provided for under
national laws and regulations;

b) it has been established by a final judgment or a final administrative decision that the
economic operator is in breach of its obligations relating to the payment of taxes or
social security contributions in accordance with the law of the country in which it is
established, with those of the country in which the contracting authority is located or
those of the country in which the contract will be performed;

c) it has been established by a final judgment or a final administrative decision that the
economic operator is guilty of grave professional misconduct by having violated
applicable laws or regulations or ethical standards of the profession to which the
economic operator belongs, or by having engaged in any wrongful conduct which has an
impact on its professional credibility where such conduct denotes wrongful intent or
gross negligence, including, in particular, any of the following:

i) fraudulently or negligently misrepresenting information required for the verification
of the absence of grounds for exclusion or the fulfilment of selection criteria or in the
performance of a contract;

ii) entering into agreement with other economic operators with the aim of distorting
competition;

iii)violating intellectual property rights;
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iv)attempting to influence the decision-making process of the contracting authority
during the procurement procedure;

v) attempting to obtain confidential information that may confer upon it undue
advantages in the procurement procedure;

d) it has been established by a final judgment that the economic operator is guilty of any of
the following:

i) fraud, within the meaning of Article 1 of the Convention on the protection of the
European Communities' financial interests, drawn up by the Council Act of 26 July
1995 1;

ii) corruption, as defined in Article 3 of the Convention on the fight against corruption
involving officials of the European Communities or officials of Member States of the
European Union, drawn up by the Council Act of 26 May 1997 2, and in Article 2(1)
of Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA 3 as well as corruption as defined in
the law of the country where the contracting authority is located, the country in which
the economic operator is established or the country of the performance of the
contract;

iii)participation in a criminal organisation, as defined in Article 2 of Council Framework
Decision 2008/841/JHA 4;

iv)money laundering or terrorist financing, as defined in Article 1 of Directive
2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 5;

v) terrorist-related offences or offences linked to terrorist activities, as defined in
Articles 1 and 3 of Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA 6, respectively, or
inciting, aiding, abetting or attempting to commit such offences, as referred to in
Article 4 of that Decision;

vi)child labour or other forms of trafficking in human beings as defined in Article 2 of
Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council 7;

e) the economic operator has shown significant deficiencies in complying with main
obligations in the performance of a contract financed by the budget, which has led to its
early termination or to the application of liquidated damages or other contractual
penalties, or which has been discovered following checks, audits or investigations by an
authorising officer, OLAF or the Court of Auditors;

f) it has been established by a final judgment or final administrative decision that the
economic operator has committed an irregularity within the meaning of Article 1(2) of
Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2988/95 8.

1 OJ C 316, 27.11.1995, p. 48
2 OJ C 195, 25.6.1997, p. 1
3 Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA of 22 July 2003 on combating corruption in the private sector (OJ L 192,

31.7.2003, p. 54).
4 Council Framework Decision 2008/841/JHA of 24 October 2008 on the fight against organised crime (OJ L 300,

11.11.2008, p. 42).
5 Directive 2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on the prevention of the use

of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing (OJ L 309, 25.11.2005, p. 15).
6 Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism (OJ L 164, 22.6.2002, p. 3).
7 Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2011 on preventing and combating

trafficking in human beings and protecting its victims, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA (OJ
L 101, 15.4.2011, p. 1).

8 Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism (OJ L 164, 22.6.2002, p. 3).
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4. The contracting authority will exclude an economic operator where a person who is a
member of the economic operator’s administrative, management or supervisory bodies, or
has powers of representation, decision-making, or control over whether or not the said
economic operator is in one or more of the situations referred to in paragraph 1, points c) to
f). The contracting authority will also exclude an economic operator where a natural or
legal person who is unconditionally liable for the said economic operator’s debts is in one
or more of the situations referred to in paragraph 1, point a) or b).

7. The contracting authority, (...), will not exclude an economic operator from participating in
a procurement procedure:

a) where the economic operator has taken the corrective measures referred to in
paragraph 8 of this article, demonstrating its reliability. This option does not apply in the
case referred to in paragraph 1, point d), of this article;

b) where it is essential to ensure continuity of service, for a limited period and pending the
adoption of the corrective measures set out in paragraph 8 of this article;

c) such an exclusion would be disproportionate (…).

Furthermore, point a) of paragraph 1 of this article does not apply in the case of the purchase of
supplies on particularly advantageous terms from either a supplier which is definitively winding
up its business activities or the liquidators in an insolvency procedure, an arrangement with
creditors, or a similar procedure under national law.

(…)

8. The measures referred to in paragraph 7 for remedying situations of exclusion may include
in particular:

a) measures to identify the origin of the situations giving rise to exclusion and concrete
technical, organisational and personnel measures within the relevant business area of the
economic operator, appropriate to correct the conduct and prevent its further occurrence;

b) proof that the economic operator has undertaken measures to compensate or redress the
damage or harm caused to the Union's financial interests by the underlying facts giving
rise to the exclusion situation;

c) evidence that the economic operator has paid or guaranteed the payment of any fine
imposed by a competent authority or of any tax or social security contribution referred to
in paragraph 1, point b).

Article 107 of the Financial Regulation (extracts): only points 1 and 2 of Article 107 have been
reproduced.

Rejection from a given procurement procedure
1. The contracting authority will not award a contract for a given procurement procedure to an

economic operator who:

a) is in a situation of exclusion pursuant to Article 106;

b) has misrepresented the information required as a condition for participating in the
procedure or has failed to supply that information;
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c) was previously involved in the preparation of procurement documents, if this entails a
distortion of competition that cannot be remedied otherwise.

2. Before deciding to exclude an economic operator’s candidature for a given procurement
procedure, the contracting authority will allow the operator to submit its comments, except
if the exclusion has been made on the grounds of paragraph 1), point a), by an exclusion
decision taken against the economic operator after examination of the observations made.

Tenderers are invited to complete Annex III where the exclusion criteria are listed.

Assessment of the exclusion criteria

1. Tenderers shall furnish the following documentary evidence:

 a recent extract from the judicial record or, failing that, a recent equivalent document
issued by a judicial or administrative authority in the country of origin or provenance
showing that the tenderer to whom the contract is to be awarded is not in one of the
situations referred to in Article 106(1)(a), (c), (d) or (f) of the Financial Regulation. The
same applies for the persons mentioned in Article 106(4);

 a recent certificate issued by the competent authority of the State concerned proving that
the tenderer is not in the situation referred to in Article 106(1)(a) and (b) of the Financial
Regulation;

 where the documents or certificates referred to above are not issued in the country
concerned, and in respect of the other exclusion situations referred to in Article 106 of the
Financial Regulation, they may be replaced by a sworn or, failing that, a solemn statement
made by the interested party before a judicial or administrative authority, a notary or a
qualified professional body in its country of origin or provenance;

 an attestation on the tenderer's honour, duly dated and signed, in which it declares that it
is not in one of the situations referred to in Articles 106 and 107 of the Financial
Regulation. the requisite model declaration on the tenderer's honour is appended to these
specifications (Annex III).

2. Tenderers are exempted from the obligation to submit the documentary evidence referred to
in paragraph 1 if the tenderer is an international organisation, if it can be accessed free of
charge through a national database or if such evidence has already been submitted for the
purpose of another Contracting Authority tender procurement procedure and provided that the
documents in question were not issued more than one year prior to the award of this contract
and are still valid. In such cases, tenderers shall attest on their honour that the supporting
documents have already been provided in a previous procurement procedure, which they shall
identify, and that no changes in their situation have occurred.

14. SELECTION CRITERIA

14.1. Legal and regulatory capacity

All tenderers must furnish evidence of their capacity to perform the contract under their national
law. To do so, they shall submit one or more supporting documents substantiating that capacity.
The Contracting Authority accepts as supporting documents an entry in the companies’ register
or professional register, a declaration on honour or a certificate supporting membership of a
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specific professional organisation or registration in the VAT register. If none of these documents
provides the requisite evidence to substantiate and assess the existence of such capacity, the
Contracting Authority may accept other equivalent official documents furnished by the tenderer.

Each member of a consortium of economic operators is required to provide proof of its legal and
regulatory capacity.

Proof of status and legal capacity

As evidence of its status and legal capacity, the tenderer must attach to its tender a copy of its
articles of association or any equivalent document allowing the Contracting Authority to
determine its form and legal capacity to perform the contract. If the evidence presented is not
sufficient, the Contracting Authority may request additional evidence during the course of the
process for assessing the tenders. If this evidence is not presented, the Contracting Authority
reserves the right to consider the inadmissibility of the tender. When tenders are submitted by
natural persons, the required evidence must include a copy of an identification document and any
other document allowing one to assess the legal capacity of the persons due to perform the
contract (entry in the VAT register, commercial register or professional register, etc.).

14.2. Financial and economic capacity

Tenderers shall have sufficient economic and financial resources to enable them to perform the
contract in compliance with the contractual provisions, given the value and scope thereof. If, on
the basis of the information supplied by the tenderer, the Contracting Authority has doubts about
a tenderer’s financial resources, or if these are insufficient for performance of the contract, the
tender may be rejected without the tenderer being entitled to claim any financial compensation.

In respect of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender, the Contracting
Authority furthermore requires tenderers to have a minimum financial and economic capacity,
which will be assessed on the basis of the following information:

Lot 1: Analysis and studies

- minimum turnover of EUR 150 000 (For natural persons, turnover should be represented by
their gross income.);

- operating profit over the last three financial years.

Financial and economic capacity will be assessed on the basis of the information included in the
following documents, to be supplied by tenderers:

 financial statements (balance sheets, profit and loss accounts and any other related financial
information) or extracts thereof for the last three years for which accounts have been closed;

 a statement of overall turnover and turnover associated with the field covered by the contract
and earned during a period spanning the last three financial years available (Annex VII)

Lot 2: Archival assistance

- minimum turnover of 1 000 000 EUR.
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- operating profit over the last three financial years.

Financial and economic capacity including its financial health will be assessed on the basis of the
information included in the following documents, to be supplied by tenderers:

 financial statements (balance sheets, profit and loss accounts and any other related financial
information) or extracts thereof for the last three years for which accounts have been closed;

- a statement of overall turnover and turnover associated with the field covered by the contract
and earned during a period spanning the last three financial years available (Annex VII).

Lot 3: Archive processing services

- minimum turnover of EUR 1 500 000;

- operating profit over the last three financial years.

Financial and economic capacity including its financial health will be assessed on the basis of the
information included in the following documents, to be supplied by tenderers:

 financial statements (balance sheets, profit and loss accounts and any other related financial
information) or extracts thereof for the last three years for which accounts have been closed;

- a statement of overall turnover and turnover associated with the field covered by the contract
and earned during a period spanning the last three financial years available (Annex VII).

Lot 4: Archival data conversion

 minimum turnover of EUR 50 000, notably a minimum annual turnover of EUR 30 000 in
the field covered by the contract for the last three years for which accounts have been closed;

 operating profit over the last three financial years

Financial and economic capacity will be assessed on the basis of the information included in the
following documents, to be supplied by tenderers:

- financial statements (balance sheets, profit and loss accounts and any other related financial
information) or extracts thereof for the last three years for which accounts have been closed;

- a statement of overall turnover and turnover associated with the field covered by the contract
during a period which may be no more than the last three financial years available (Annex
VII)

For each of the lots, if the tenderer is unable to provide the references requested, it may prove its
economic and financial capacity by any other document which the Contracting Authority
considers appropriate.

The tenderer may also rely on the capacity of other entities, irrespective of the legal nature of the
links between it and those entities. In that case, the tenderer must prove to the Contracting
Authority that it will have the resources needed to perform the contract, for instance by providing
an assurance of the undertaking by those entities to make such resources available to it. In that
case the Contracting Authority is entitled to refuse the application or the tender submitted if it has
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doubts about the undertaking by the third party or about that party’s financial capacity. Where
applicable, the Parliament may require the tenderer and those other entities to be jointly liable for
performance of the contract.

On the same basis, a consortium of economic operators may rely on the capacity of members of
the group or of other entities.

Tenderers may also rely on the economic capacities of one or more subcontractors in so far as
they undertake to take part in the process of performing the contract. In such instances, the
Contracting Authority will assess the capacities of the subcontractor(s) in the light of the extent to
which the latter is/are involved in performing the contract.

14.3 Technical and professional capacity

Tenderers must have sufficient technical and professional capacity to enable them to perform the
contract in compliance with the contractual provisions, taking into account its value and scale. If,
in the light of the information supplied by the tenderer, the Contracting Authority has doubts
about a tenderer's technical and professional capacity, or if it is clearly insufficient for
performance of the contract, the tender may be rejected without the tenderer being able to claim
any financial compensation.

Lot 1: Analysis and studies

In respect of lot 1 of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender, the Contracting
Authority requires tenderers to have the following technical and professional capacity:

Criteria relating to the tenderer

 Criterion 1: at least three (3) years of experience in consultancy services or studies similar to
those required in the contract and covering the same fields defined in annex 1 technical
specifications, point 4.1.1.

 Documents to be provided: the tenderer shall provide a list of the main services similar to
those required in the contract and defined in annex I technical specifications, point 4.1.1.
delivered over the last three (3) years, including a minimum of ten (10) references, at least
five (5) of which must relate to historical archival services. Annex IX must be completed for
each of these references. If the recipient of these services was an Institution of the European
Union, the economic operators must otherwise provide a certificate issued or countersigned
by the competent authority.

 Criterion 2: ability to work and write in English and French.

 Documents to be provided: the tenderer must provide a document of at least ten (10) pages
written in each of these languages and which has been delivered to a client within the last
two (2) years.

Criteria relating to the experts delivering the service:

 Criterion 3: profiles of experts in the field. The services reopened for competitive bidding
may invite tenders from teams with diverse composition according to requirements, but
based upon the following profiles:

• senior expert/projet manager (more than ten (10) years of experience in relevant
and continuous work in the field of the contract and in project management),
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• expert (five (5) to ten (10) years of experience in relevant and continuous work
in the field of the contract) and
• junior expert (less than five (5) years of experience in relevant and continuous
work in the field of the contract).

The junior expert profiles are not accepted for subcontractors presenting themselves individually in
terms of the experience expected of the tenderer.

The breakdown of CVs presented by the tenderer must be as follows:

 30% (or 40% for tenderers presenting themselves as individuals) of senior experts/project
manager

 50% (or 60% for tenderers presenting themselves as individuals) of experts
 20% of junior experts

 Documents to be provided: the CVs of experts put forward.

 Criterion 4: linguistic capability. Members of the team must at least have a level C1
(common European framework of reference for languages9) in French or in English.

 Documents to be provided: a certificate in languages.

In order to pass the selection phase, the tenderer must meet the following conditions:

1. At least eight (8) references that have been presented must be acceptable and the accepted
references must cover at least three (3) fields amongst those defined in point 4.1.1 of the
technical specifications.

2. The documents provided for assessing the ability to work in English and French must
have been deemed to be acceptable.

3. The proposed team must comply with minimum requirements.

4. The linguistic capability of members of the team must be certified.

Lot 2: Archival assistance

In respect of lot 2 of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender, the Contracting
Authority requires tenderers to have the following technical and professional capacity:

Criteria relating to the tenderer

- Criterion 1: at least three (3) years of experience in archival assistance services similar to
those required in the contract, as defined in annex 1 technical specifications, point 4.2.1.

- Documents to be provided: the tenderer shall provide a list of the main services similar to
those required in the contract and defined in annex I technical specifications, point 4.2.1.
delivered over the last three (3) years, including a minimum of five (5) references, at least three
(3) of which must relate to historical archival services. Annex IX must be completed for each of
these references. If the recipient of these services was an Institution of the European Union, the

9 http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/cadre1_fr.asp
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economic operators must otherwise provide a certificate issued or countersigned by the
competent authority.

Criteria relating to the team delivering the service:

- Criterion 2: a team comprising at least five (5) persons, amongst whom:

• three (3) archivists / documentalists with the following profile:

University-level education attested by a degree in archival studies (or
indeed, if the term ‘archival studies’ is not clearly stated in the official title
of the degree, details of the university course which must include archival
studies); at least bachelor level;

or

university-level education with at least a bachelor’s degree in
documentation sciences or in humanities, or in heritage management or in
history;

Knowledge in information technology, in particular in the field of archive-
related databases and documentary software;

Experience: at least one (1) year of direct experience in the field of
archives (live, intermediate or historical) for those holding a university
degree in archival studies; at least three (3) years of direct experience in
the field of archives (live, intermediate or historical) for those holding a
university degree in documentation sciences, or in humanities, or in
heritage management or history. This experience must be directly relevant
with the requested profiles.

• two (2) assistant archivists with the following profile:

Education: baccalaureate (secondary school leaving certificate) and proven
experience of at least three (3) years in archival services;

or

University-level degree (bachelor level) in archival studies or
documentation science.

- Documents to be provided: the CVs of the persons proposed.

- Criterion 3: linguistic capability. Members of the team must at least have a level C1
(common European framework of reference for languages) in French or in English.

- Documents to be provided: a certificate in languages.

In order to pass the selection phase, the tenderer must meet the following conditions:

1- At least four (4) references that have been presented must be acceptable and the accepted
references must cover all of the fields defined in point 4.2.1 of the technical specifications.

2- The proposed team must comply with minimum requirements.
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3- The linguistic capability of members of the team must be certified.

Lot 3: Archive processing services

In respect of lot 3 of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender, the Contracting
Authority requires tenderers to have the following technical and professional capacity:

Criteria relating to the tenderer

- Criterion 1: at least five (5) years of experience in archival processing services similar to
those required in the contract, as defined in annex 1 technical specifications, point 4.3.1.

- Documents to be provided: the tenderer shall provide a list of the main services similar to
those required in the contract and defined in annex I to the technical specifications, in point
4.3.1., delivered over the last five (5) years, including a minimum of ten (10) references, at least
five (5) of which must relate to historical archival services. Annex IX must be completed for each
of these references. If the recipient of these services was an Institution of the European Union, the
economic operators must otherwise provide a certificate issued or countersigned by the
competent authority.

- Criterion 2: ability to work and write in English and French.

- Documents to be provided: the tenderer must provide a document of at least ten (10)
pages written in each of these languages and which has been delivered to a client within the last
two (2) years.

- Criterion 3: quality management.

- Documents to be provided: one document setting out the quality control procedures
implemented by the tenderer for archive processing projects.

Criteria relating to the team delivering the service:

- Criterion 4: a team comprising at least six (6) persons, amongst whom:

• one (1) archival processing projet manager with the following profile:

Education: university-level, masters-level degree in archival studies;

Experience: at least five (5) years of relevant and continuous experience in
the field of archives and in particular including specific experience of
assessing archival collections, project management experience and team
coordination and leadership experience.

• three (3) archivists / documentalists with the following profile:

University-level education attested by a degree in archival studies (or
indeed, if the term ‘archival studies’ is not clearly stated in the official title
of the degree, details of the university course which must include archival
studies); at least bachelor level;

or
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university-level education with at least a bachelor’s degree in
documentation sciences or in humanities, or in heritage management or in
history;

Knowledge in information technology, in particular in the field of archive-
related databases and documentary software;

Experience: at least one (1) year of direct experience in the field of
archives (live, intermediate or historical) for those holding a university
degree in archival studies; at least three (3) years of direct experience in
the field of archives (live, intermediate or historical) for those holding a
university degree in documentation sciences, or in humanities, or in
heritage management or history. This experience must be directly relevant
with the requested profiles.

• two assistant archivists with the following profile:

Education: baccalaureate (secondary school leaving certificate) and proven
experience of at least three (3) years in archival services;

or

University-level degree (bachelor level) in archival studies or
documentation science.

- Documents to be provided: the CVs of the persons proposed and evidence of regular
training in the field of expertise.

- Criterion 5: linguistic capability. Members of the team must at least have a level C1
(common European framework of reference for languages) in French or in English.

- Documents to be provided: a certificate in languages.

In order to pass the selection phase, the tenderer must meet the following conditions:

1- At least eight (8) references that have been presented must be acceptable and the accepted
references must cover all of the fields defined in point 4.3.1 of the technical specifications.

2- The documents provided for assessing the ability to work in English and French must have
been deemed to be acceptable.

3- The quality control procedures presented must cover all of the archival processing process,
including deliverables.

4- The proposed team must comply with minimum requirements.

5- The linguistic capability of members of the team must be certified.

Lot 4: Archival data conversion

In respect of lot 4 of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender, the Contracting
Authority requires tenderers to have the following technical and professional capacity:

Criteria relating to the tenderer
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- Criterion 1: at least three (3) years of experience in archival data conversion services
similar to those required in the contract, as defined in annex 1 to the technical specifications, in
point 4.4.1.

- Documents to be provided: the tenderer shall provide a list of the main services similar to
those required in the contract and defined in annex I to the technical specifications, in point
4.4.1., delivered over the last three (3) years, including a minimum of five (5) references, at least
three (3) of which must relate to historical archival services. Annex IX must be completed for
each of these references. If the recipient of these services was an Institution of the European
Union, the economic operators must otherwise provide a certificate issued or countersigned by
the competent authority.

- Criterion 2: ability to work and write in English and French.

- Documents to be provided: the tenderer must provide a document of at least ten (10)
pages written in each of these languages and which has been delivered to a client within the last
two years.

- Criterion 3: quality management.

- Documents to be provided: one document setting out the quality control procedures
implemented by the tenderer for archival data conversion projects.

In order to pass the selection phase, the tenderer must meet the following conditions:

1- At least four (4) references that have been presented must be acceptable and the accepted
references must cover all of the fields defined in point 4.4.1 of the technical specifications.

2- The documents provided for assessing the ability to work in English and French must have
been deemed to be acceptable.

3- The quality control procedures presented must cover all of the archival data conversion
process, including deliverables.

For each of the lots, the tenderer or candidate may also rely on the capacity of other entities,
irrespective of the legal nature of the links between it and those entities. In that case, the tenderer
must prove to the Contracting Authority that it will have the resources needed to perform the
contract, for instance by providing an assurance of the undertaking by those entities to make such
resources available to it. In that case the Contracting Authority is entitled to refuse the application
or the tender submitted if it has doubts about the undertaking by the third party or about that
party’s professional and/or technical capacity.

At all events, tenderers may always rely on the economic capacities of one or more
subcontractors in so far as they undertake to take part in the process of performing the contract. In
such instances, the Contracting Authority will assess the capacities of the subcontractor(s) in the
light of the extent to which the latter is/are involved in performing the contract.

If it establishes that a tenderer faces a conflict of interest which could affect the performance of
the contract, the Contracting Authority may conclude that the tenderer is not of the calibre
required to perform the contract.

Quality management standards (lots 2 to 4 only)
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Tenderers must include in their tenders a copy of a certificate of compliance, issued by an
independent body, with the ISO 9001:2015 standard. The Contracting Authority will accept
equivalent certificates from bodies established in other Member States.

At all events, the independent certifying body must comply with the European standards series
concerning certification.

If, furthermore, the tenderer is unable to provide the proof of certification requested, or if the
tenderer is certified in respect of other quality management standards, the Contracting Authority
may accept other proof of measures equivalent to those laid down by the requisite quality
assurance standards.

15. AWARD CRITERIA

The award criteria and the weighting thereof, laid down for the purpose of assessing the tenders
for each of the lots, are as follows:

Lot 1: Analysis and studies

Financial assessment:

For the financial tender, the tenderer must complete the form in annex X:

- prices must be expressed in euros and should be all-inclusive;

- prices must cover all of the expenses incurred by the contractor for the services supplied;

- prices must be expressed without decimals;

- prices should be quoted excluding all duties, taxes and other charges, i.e. also exclusive of
VAT, as the European Union is exempt from such charges in the Member States under
Articles 3 and 4 of the Protocol on the Privileges and Immunities of the European Union
of 8 April 1965 (OJ C 83 of 30 March 2010)

Award

The framework contract will be awarded to the ten (10) tenders offering the lowest price amongst
the admissible and compliant tenders.

Lot 2: Archival assistance

Qualitative assessment

The tenderers must present a bid setting out all of the points touched upon by the specifications in
order to score as many points as possible. Simply repeating the statutory requirements set out in
the tender specifications without going into detail or without providing any added value will
result in a very low score. The quality of the tender will be assessed out of 100 points based upon
the following criteria.

Criterion 1: continuity of service (60 points)

This criterion assesses the quality and relevance of the measures envisaged by the tenderer in
order to guarantee:
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- availability of the requested profiles;
- continuity of service in order to reduce the risk and impact of any interruption of service.

Criterion 2: continuous training of archivists (40 points)

This criterion assesses the quality and relevance of the continuous training of the proposed
archivists and assistant archivists.

The tenders attaining less than 60% of the total points or less than 50% of the points awarded for
a single criterion will be excluded from the remainder of the assessment procedure.

Financial assessment:

For the financial tender, the tenderer must complete the form in annex X:

- prices must be expressed in euros and should be all-inclusive;

- prices must cover all of the expenses incurred by the contractor for the services supplied;

- prices must be expressed without decimals;

- prices should be quoted excluding all duties, taxes and other charges, i.e. also exclusive of
VAT, as the European Union is exempt from such charges in the Member States under
Articles 3 and 4 of the Protocol on the Privileges and Immunities of the European Union
of 8 April 1965 (OJ C 83 of 30 March 2010)

Award

The specific contract will be awarded to the three (3) tenders that are most attractive
economically, offering the best value for money, ranked per score, based upon the following
formula:

Weighting for quality Q: 60%
Weighting for price P: 40%

Formula for calculating the award score:

Score = (Pm / Po)*40 + (Qo/100)*60

Where Pm represents the lowest reference price amongst the tenders submitted for assessment;
Po represents the reference price proposed by the tenderer in its tender; Qo represents the score
obtained by the tenderer for the quality criterion.

Lot 3 : Archive processing services

Qualitative assessment:

The tenderers must present a bid setting out all of the points touched upon by the specifications in
order to score as many points as possible. Simply repeating the statutory requirements set out in
the tender specifications without going into detail or without providing any added value will
result in a very low score. The quality of the tender will be assessed out of 100 points based upon
the following criteria.
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Criterion 1: understanding requirements and methodological quality (40 points)

This criterion assesses:

a) the relevance and the strength of the proposal, as measured against the detailed
requirements set out in the tender specifications in terms of technical content and
completeness;

b) the extent to which the proposed methodology demonstrates the capacity of the tenderer
to meet the requirements set out in point 4.3.1 in a realistic and well-structured manner;

c) as well as the adequacy of the proposed methods in terms of the requirements set out in
the tender specifications.

Criterion 2: organisation of work and management of the framework contract (30 points)

This criterion assesses the way in which the roles and responsibilities of the proposed team and
economic operators, including subcontractors, if any, are divided up.

Criterion 3: Quality control (20 points)

This criterion assesses the quality control system envisaged in the specifications relating to the
quality of the service, deliverables and linguistic quality control. The quality system should be
described in detail in the tender and adapted to the tasks to be undertaken; a generic quality
control system will receive a low score.

Criterion 4: continuity of service and continuous training of staff (10 points)

This criterion assesses the quality and relevance of the measures envisaged by the tenderer in
order to guarantee:
- availability of the requested profiles;
- their continuous training in their field of expertise;
- continuity of service in order to reduce the risk and impact of any interruption of service.

The tenders attaining less than 60% of the total points or less than 50% of the points awarded for
a single criterion will be excluded from the remainder of the assessment procedure.

Financial assessment:

The assessment will relate to the financial tenders set out using annex X.

- prices must be expressed in euros and should be all-inclusive;

- prices must cover all of the expenses incurred by the contractor for the services supplied;

- prices must be expressed without decimals;

- prices should be quoted excluding all duties, taxes and other charges, i.e. also exclusive of
VAT, as the European Union is exempt from such charges in the Member States under
Articles 3 and 4 of the Protocol on the Privileges and Immunities of the European Union
of 8 April 1965 (OJ C 83 of 30 March 2010)

Award

The specific contract will be awarded to the three (3) tenders that are most attractive
economically, offering the best value for money, ranked per score, based upon the following
formula:
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Weighting for quality Q: 70%
Weighting for price P: 30%

Formula for calculating the award score:

Score = (Pm / Po)*30 + (Qo/100)*70

Where Pm represents the lowest reference price amongst the tenders submitted for assessment;
Po represents the reference price proposed by the tenderer in its tender; Qo represents the score
obtained by the tenderer for the quality criterion.

Lot 4 : Archival data conversion

Financial assessment:

For the financial tender, the tenderer must complete the form in annex X:

- prices must be expressed in euros and should be all-inclusive;

- prices must cover all of the expenses incurred by the contractor for the services supplied;

- prices must be expressed without decimals;

- prices should be quoted excluding all duties, taxes and other charges, i.e. also exclusive of
VAT, as the European Union is exempt from such charges in the Member States under
Articles 3 and 4 of the Protocol on the Privileges and Immunities of the European Union
of 8 April 1965 (OJ C 83 of 30 March 2010)

Award

The framework contract will be awarded to the five (5) tenders offering the lowest price amongst
the admissible and compliant tenders.
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1. Background

According to the provisions of the amended Council regulation (EEC, EURATOM) No.
354/83 of 1 February 1983 on opening up to the public the historical archives of the
European economic community and of the European Atomic Energy Community, each
Institution of the European Community and of the European Atomic Energy Community,
as well as the European Economic and Social Committee, the Committee of the Regions
and similar agencies or bodies created by the European legislator (hereinafter referred to
as “the Institutions”) creates its historical archives and makes them accessible to the
public.

Otherwise each Institution lodges with the European University Institute in Florence the
documents, which make up its historical archives and which it has made accessible to the
public.

In order to do so, the Institutions are responsible for all or part of the following tasks:
 managing and organising current and intermediate records;
 evaluating the archives, sorting, sampling, removing and transferring to

historical archives;
 filing, analysing and describing historical archives in a database or by any

other means;
 digitising or transferring the archives onto microform;
 packaging and storing the archives;
 opening the archives to the public;
 promoting, maintaining and restoring the historical archives;
 transferring the historical archives accessible to the public to the European

Union Historical Archives (European University Institute) in Florence.

2. Purpose of the invitation to tender

The purpose of this invitation to tender is to find a provider of archival processing
services. Archival processing services refers to all or part of the typical tasks involved in
archives processing:
 analysis;
 organising and managing current and intermediate records;
 identification and stocktaking of archives;
 sorting, removing and sampling;
 logical organisation of sets of documents (filing);
 archival analysis and description according to the applicable international

standards, indexing and enrichment of metadata;
 entry of descriptive and indexing metadata into a database or by any other means;
 converting metadata into archival formats;
 packaging and physical organisation of the documents, physical preparation of the

documents for digitisation or the creation of microforms
including the appropriate requisite quality controls according to the tasks.

3. General requirements on the performance of the services

3.1 Working language
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The working language and language for describing the archives is English or French. It
should be noted that the archive documents that are the subject of these services may be in
any official language of the European Union.

3.2 Standards

The archival processing services shall be carried out in compliance with applicable
international standards and in particular with the:

 ISAAR-CPF International Standard Archival Authority Record for Corporate
Bodies, Persons and Families, 2ndedition: http://www.ica.org/en/node/15298

 ISAD(G) General International Standard Archival Description, 2nd edition:
http://www.ica.org/en/node/15291

 ISDF International Standard for Describing Functions:
http://www.ica.org/en/node/15294

 ISDIAH International Standard for Describing Institutions with Archival
Holdings: http://www.ica.org/fr/node/15300

The corresponding XML encoding standards must also be implemented accordingly:

 XML EAC: http://eac.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/

 XML EAD: https://www.loc.gov/ead/

 XML EAG 2012: http://apex-project.eu/index.php/en/outcomes/standards/eag-
2012

For the foregoing, the Institutions may envisage the use of variants, in particular those
maintained by the Archives Portal Europe excellence network for populating the
European archives portal:

- ApeEAC-CPF: http://www.archivesportaleurope.net/Portal/profiles/apeEAC-CPF.xsd

- ApeEAD: http://www.archivesportaleurope.net/Portal/profiles/apeEAD.xsd

3.3 Confidentiality

The contractor undertakes to treat all the information and data to which it will have access
while performing the services set out below as confidential. It shall provide the requisite
conditions to maintain confidentiality and to limit access to this information to only
members of its staff directly involved in carrying out the services. In case of any breach of
this obligation to maintain confidentiality, the Contracting Authority will be entitled to
terminate the framework contract.

4. Description of services by lot

4.1 Lot 1: Analysis and studies

4.1.1. Tasks to be performed
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This section outlines the tasks within the scope of lot 1 Analysis and studies. The detailed
specifications will be defined at each reopening of competition for each specific contract.
The services performed shall, in particular, make it possible:
 to provide decision-makers with pragmatic responses to help them make fully-

informed archives management decisions,
 to propose the most appropriate solutions for problems encountered,
 to identify areas for improving performance in archives management,
 to propose an action plan adapted to the strategy of each Institution.

The areas covered by these analysis and study services include but are not limited to:
a) Records management, organising and managing current and intermediate records,
b) Digital archives management,
c) Historical archives organisation and management,
d) Implementation of archival management and description standards,
e) Electronic procedures for archiving processes,
f) Long-term preservation and custody, digitisation,
g) Development and communication concerning the archives and the repository of an

Institution,
h) Open data and web semantics applied to archives.

The main tasks include:
- completing diagnostics and document engineering audits,
- completing studies and benchmarking exercises,
- project management support,
- compiling, updating, implementing and evaluating archiving or archives

enhancement policies.

The detailed specifications of each specific contract may cover one or more of these areas
and tasks.

4.1.2. Experts

The contractors will put forward a team of experts and a project manager for each specific
contract.

Upon submitting the proposals in response to the detailed specifications for each specific
contract, the contractors shall demonstrate that the proposed experts are suitable in terms
of qualifications, experience and price in the appropriate category appearing in the
framework contract. The experts will sign confidentiality agreements and a declaration of
exclusivity and availability. Three categories of experts are requested:

• Senior experts/projet manager (more than ten (10) years of experience of
relevant and continuous work in the field required in the specific contract and in
project management);

• Experts (five to ten years of experience of relevant and continuous work in the
field required in the specific contract);

• Junior experts (less than five years of experience of relevant and continuous
work in the field required in the specific contract).

All of the experts must have an excellent command of French or English and a very good
command of the other language.
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4.1.3. Procedure

For each project to be performed under the framework contract, contractors will receive a
specific invitation to tender, containing the following information:

 The detailed description of the project: The services to be supplied and
their performance methods;

 The expertise required from the staff to be assigned;
 The budget and the timetable;
 The requirements in terms of deliverables;
 The award sub-criteria.

All contractors will be invited to submit a written proposal to perform the services
requested by no later than the date for the submission of tenders set out in the specific
invitation to tender. The specific tenders shall contain:

a) An administrative section, providing administrative information relating to sub-
contracting, where applicable. The documents to be supplied, in particular, include
the declaration on honour of any absence of conflicts of interest.

b) A technical section, setting out the understanding of the services described in
the detailed specifications, the composition and skills of the team of experts
(including the CV of all members of the team), the planning and the team leader
responsible for the specific project.

c) A financial section, specifying the number person-days per category of staff
required to complete the tasks described in the detailed specifications multiplied
by the daily rate per category of staff as defined in the framework agreement. The
daily rates defined in the framework agreement will be the maximum prices that
the contractor will be allowed to invoice for the implementation of the specific
projects.

4.1.4. Conflicts of interests

The contractor must ensure that no circumstances arise during its commitment period
where the performance of the services by the contractor could conflict with the personal
interests of the contractor or with the services that the contractor may provide to third
parties. In case of a conflict or potential conflict of interests, the contractor shall notify the
Contracting Authority of this immediately.

Conflicts of interest are examined by the Contracting Authority on a case by case basis.
This check affects all legal and natural persons put forward by the contractor for the
performance of a specific project.

Contractors are obliged to check and notify the Contracting Authority if the performance
of the specific contract will involve a conflict of interests. The conditions that determine a
conflict of interests must be assessed at the time of the tender.

4.1.5. Monitoring of the project
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The institution will monitor the effective performance of each project using schedules,
activity reports, (monitoring and planning) meetings, activities to manage the quality of
the project and the acceptance of deliverables.

4.1.5.1. Partners

For each project the following partners will be defined:

 a project manager appointed by the contractor, responsible for the performance of
the purchase order. They will be the liaison officer between the institution and the
contractor for the duration of the performance of the purchase order.

 a project manager appointed by the Institution, responsible for monitoring the
effective performance of the project.

4.1.5.2. Activity reports

Unless indicated otherwise in the specific invitation to tender, the contractor shall deliver
the following reports as a minimum requirement:

a. Interim activity reports

These summary reports must describe the tasks completed and the results obtained during
a period defined in the expression of needs. They shall include in particular:
 the statement and the price of the services performed during the period in question,

subdivided per task;
 the progress of the project, including an updated schedule which highlights the

main stages of the project and the project completion percentage (use of time and
resources).

Two types of reports are required:
 at the end of the project start-up period
 periodically, on a monthly basis or to be defined in the expression of needs.

These reports must be sent to the institution within five (5) working days following the
end of the period in question. These reports will be considered as accepted by the
institution if the institution does not issue any comment within ten (10) working days
following receipt.

b. Final report

This report will contain, in particular:
 the statement and the price of the services carried out for the performance of the

project, subdivided per task;
 a performance report per task, including a qualitative analysis of the performance

of each component of the project.

This report must be sent to the institution within fifteen (15) working days following the
end of the period in question. This report will be considered as accepted by the institution
if the institution does not issue any comment within twenty (20) working days following
receipt.
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In case of non-acceptance of the report, the contractor must submit a new version of the
report for approval within five (5) working days. This report will be considered as
accepted by the institution if the institution does not issue any comment within twenty
(20) working days following receipt.

4.1.5.3. Meetings

Unless indicated otherwise in the specific invitation to tender, the following meetings will
be organised as a minimum requirement:
 as soon as the specific contract is signed, a project kick-off meeting will be

organised on the premises of the Institution. The contractor’s project manager is
required to attend this meeting.

 periodic monitoring meetings, on the premises of the Institution, by
videoconference or by telephone conference according to the specifications
provided by the Institution. The frequency of these meetings will be defined in the
specific invitation to tender. These monitoring meetings will provide detailed
information on progress and the effective performance of the tasks specified in the
specific contract and as a minimum requirement, information on: compliance with
the technical specifications, observance of deadlines, service quality, and products
supplied.

The cost of all meetings must be included in the overall cost of the bid submitted by the
tenderer.
For each meeting, the contractor will supply a draft agenda three (3) days before the date
of the meeting, approved by the project manager.
The contractor shall also write the draft minutes of each meeting, in English or in French
as specified by the contract, within a period of five (5) working days following the
meeting and send it by e-mail to the Institution for comment. The minutes must be
commented upon and approved by all within five (5) working days. The contractor will
have three (3) working days to incorporate the comments into the minutes. After two (2)
working days, if no other comment has been made, the minutes will be considered as
approved.

4.1.6. Deliverables

The deliverables required may vary according to the contracts. The number, the form of
the deliverables and their methods of receipt and acceptance will be defined in the specific
invitation to tender.

4.2 Lot 2: Archival assistance

4.2.1. Tasks to be performed

Lot 2 entails technical or logistics support services where the contractor is required to
provide staff to perform archival work under the guidance of the requesting Institution’s
archives department.

The main tasks to be performed under this service are:
 identifying and stocktaking of archives (see point 4.3.1.2);
 sorting, removing and sampling according to the Institution’s specific archiving

rules (see point 4.3.1.3);
 logical organisation of sets of documents (filing) (see point 4.3.1.4);
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 analysis and archival description, indexing and enrichment or correction of
metadata and entry of this descriptive and indexing metadata into a database or by
any other means (analysis, description and implementation of research tools) (see
point 4.3.1.5);

 packaging and physical organisation of documents and preparation of documents
for digitisation, microfilming or transfer to the European Union Historical
Archives (see point 4.3.1.6);

 appropriate quality controls required according to the tasks (see point 4.3.1.7).

The main tasks that need to be performed under this lot 2 fall under all of the stages of
archival processing and physical preparation of documents for their preservation.
Purchase orders may cover one or more tasks listed in the point above and set out in detail
below in part or in full (see section 4.3.1.).

4.2.2. Professional profiles

Contractors will propose a team of professionals for each purchase order.
When submitting the proposals for short-listed profiles contractors shall demonstrate that
the proposed staff have the requisite qualifications, experience and price in the appropriate
category described in the framework agreement. The staff will sign confidentiality
agreements. Two categories of professionals are requested:

a. Archivist/Documentalist
Education:

- University-level education attested by a degree in archival studies (or
indeed, if the term ‘archival studies’ is not clearly stated in the official title of the
degree, details of the university course which must include archival studies); at
least bachelor level;
- Or university-level studies with at least a bachelor’s degree in
documentation sciences or in humanities, or in heritage management or in history;
- Knowledge in information technology, in particular in the field of archive-
related databases and documentary software;
- Excellent command of French or English; very good command of the other
language; command of another official European Union language is considered as
an advantage.

Experience:
- At least one year of direct experience in the field of archives (live,
intermediate or historical) for those holding a university degree in archival studies;
at least three years of direct experience in the field of archives (live, intermediate
or historical) for those holding a university degree in documentation sciences, or
in humanities, or in heritage management or history. This experience must be
directly relevant with the requested profiles.

b. Assistant archivist
Profile

- Baccalaureate (secondary school leaving certificate) and proven experience
of at least three years in archival services;
or
- University-level degree (bachelor level) in archival studies or
documentation science.

All of the profiles must have an excellent command of French or English and a very good
command of the other language.
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Furthermore, the contractor shall provide a detailed presentation of the measures taken:

- first, to provide continuous training for its staff within their fields of expertise;
 second, to provide service continuity both in terms of availability of the profiles

requested and minimising the risk and impact of any eventual non-availability of a
professional.

4.2.3. Procedure

The following steps must be completed before the purchase order is issued:

1. request from the institution to provide human resources, with an indication of the
duration of performance in hours (for information) and the required profiles;

2. communication, from the contractor, of the human resources being supplied and
CVs of all proposed staff.

If at the time of performing a purchase order, the professionals proposed in the
contractor’s tender were no longer available, the contractor undertakes to replace them
with equivalent profiles approved in advance by the Institution.
The purchase order refers to the human resources set out in the tender. In case of any
change before the purchase order is issued or while performing the latter, the contractor is
required to inform the Institution thereof. A request for authorisation must be made before
any change of staff. While performing the purchase order, the Institution is entitled to
obtain, on request, the replacement of the staff that it considers inadequate from a
professional, moral or observance of confidentiality perspective. The Institution may also
request the replacement of staff on long-term sick leave (more than a week). In case of
any breach of these provisions, the Institution may terminate the purchase order and,
where applicable, the framework contract.

4.2.4. Monitoring of the project

The Institution shall monitor the effective performance of each purchase order through
(monitoring and planning) meetings and the monitoring of hours worked.

4.2.4.1. Meetings

The following meetings will as be organised as a minimum requirement:

 after the purchase order is signed, a project kick-off meeting will be organised on
the premises of the Institution.

 periodic monitoring meetings, on the premises of the Institution, by
videoconference or by telephone conference according to the specifications
provided by the Institution. The frequency of these meetings will be defined in the
expression of needs.

4.2.4.2. Monitoring of hours worked

The contractor draws up a monthly statement of hours worked per purchase order.
The Institution checks this statement based upon the working hours declared by the
contractor’s staff or using the Institution’s working time management system, or using the
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time slips signed by the contractor’s staff upon each arrival/exit and countersigned by the
Institution.
Only the hours actually worked are invoiced. Absences for holiday, illness or for any
other reason cannot be taken into account when invoicing.

4.3 Lot 3: Archive processing services

4.3.1. Tasks to be performed

Lot 3 entails services performed in the form of specific projects conducted and completed
by a dedicated team of the contractor under the responsibility of the project manager.

The main tasks to be performed within the framework of this service are:
 identifying and stocktaking of archives (see point 4.3.1.2);
 sorting, removing and sampling according to the Institution’s specific archiving

rules (see point 4.3.1.3);
 logical organisation of sets of documents (filing) (see point 4.3.1.4);
 analysis and archival description, indexing and enrichment or correction of

metadata and entry of this descriptive and indexing metadata into a database or by
any other means (analysis, description and implementation of research tools) (see
point 4.3.1.5);

 packaging and physical organisation of documents and preparation of documents
for digitisation, microfilming or transfer to the European Union Historical
Archives (see point 4.3.1.6);

 appropriate quality controls required according to the tasks (see point 4.3.1.7).

4.3.1.1 General aspects

The main tasks that need to be performed under lot 3 entail all the stages of archival
processing and physical preparation of documents for their preservation.
The purchase orders can cover one or more tasks listed in the point above and set out in
detail below in part or in full.

All of the services are defined in relation to a set of documents, be they in paper, digital
format or other. The practical methods, deliverables expected and the references specific
to each Institution, whether it is a case of archive management tables, an archiving policy
or any other regulation for the implementation of these services, will be specified in the
expression of needs prior to drawing up the purchase order for each project.

4.3.1.2 Identification and stocktaking of archives

This service consists of the summary identification or inspection based upon existing
inventories of sets of documents or of parts of a set of documents, generally in connection
with their topographical location on the storage or custody premises. As a minimum
requirement it includes a description of the contents and the outlying dates of the
documents in question.
Minimum deliverable:
 summary inventory or stocktaking of archives

4.3.1.3. Appraisal and implementation of the archiving rules
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In application of the Institution’s archiving rules, the appraisal seeks to determine in
particular, the historical interest of a set of documents and leads to a selection of the
documents.
Pursuant to these archiving rules, the contractor may also be called upon to implement the
selection operations specified by the Institution and in particular: sort between documents
or sets of documents of historical interest to be preserved and documents or sets of
documents to be destroyed, a partial qualitative or quantitative selection or by means of
sampling, depending on the case and situation.

Minimum deliverable:
 appraisal report identifying and specifying the proportion and distribution of

documents to be preserved and to be excluded and destroyed and specifying the
criteria and selection operations that have been implemented.

4.3.1.4. Arrangement

Arrangement is the operation consisting of creating a logical and physical order for sets of
documents or parts of a set of documents. Arrangement must follow the principles defined
in the ISAD(G) standard. The arrangement involves the processing of elements of the set
of documents in question:
 an understanding of the set of documents and of the elements that make it up:

identification and analysis of these elements and of their interrelationships,
collection of the information required for an understanding of the set (in relation to
the producer, the production context, the payment context, etc.);

 removal of items without any historical value (duplicates in particular);
 ordering documents within each element;
 organisation of elements, either by following a pre-existing arrangement plan or

by creating one;
 incorporating the set of organised documents into an arrangement framework,

where applicable;
 and marking, that is the assignment of a reference number that represents a unique

identification code.

The physical ordering of the documents or sets of documents can be accompanied by
specific packaging for each logical unit. Where applicable, the Institution will supply the
necessary materials.

Minimum deliverables:
 set of documents organised logically and physically.
 arrangement plan

4.3.1.5. Analysis and archival description

The purpose of the analysis is to provide the relevant data in an organised, concise and
precise form relating to the information content of a document or set of documents, which
will be expressed in the description, in accordance with international standards and in
particular the ISAD(G) and ISAAR-CPF standards. The Institution defines in the
expression of needs the description items required according to the levels of description
and the additional analysis and description elements specific thereto, in particular in
relation to indexing elements.
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A complementary index based upon the Eurovoc-type normalised thesaurus or any other
thesaurus, or list of authorities specific to the Institution can also be requested.
The description can also consist of the revision, correction or enrichment of existing
descriptive metadata.
The description and the indexing elements resulting from this service may be entered and
structured in a database or by any other means (Excel spreadsheet, Word document,
structured research tool, in particular in xml EAD, or not, etc....).
The description is written in French of English, according to the specifications of the
expression of needs.

Minimum deliverables:
 archival description and indexing elements
 result of entering the description and indexing elements.

4.3.1.6. Logistics services

The logistics tasks grouped under this service include all packaging and physical
organisation tasks or tasks involved in the preparation of documents which are separate
from the services set out above. In particular, they include:
 the packaging or repackaging of a set of documents and their labelling or

application of barcodes;
 the physical organisation (not including any associated logical organisation

service) of a set of documents, for example providing a file-cover for documents
according to their control number after returning from digitisation;

 the preparation of documents or sets of documents for digitisation or microfilming
or microfiching operations: removal of staples, seal strings, elastic bands holding
the documents together, where applicable any binding, removal of file-covers or
folders, pagination, stamps, photocopies of documents that cannot be digitised or
microfilmed in the state and position of the guides for digitisation or microfilming,
removal of these upon return from digitisation or microfilming, etc.;

 the preparation of documents or set of documents prior to transferring them or it to
the European Union Historical Archives: putting into boxes and on pallets,
labelling and preparation and checking of packing lists;

 handling the sets of packaged documents.

Minimum deliverables:
 sets of packaged and labelled documents
 sets of documents ready for digitisation or microfilming
 sets of documents ready for transfer and associated documentation

4.3.1.7. Quality control

The contractor shall specify in its tender the methods implemented to ensure quality
control of each of the services above and, where applicable, the national or international
reference standards.

4.3.2. Professional profiles

The contractors will propose a team of professionals for each project.
Upon submitting the proposals of the short-listed profiles, the contractors must
demonstrate that the proposed staff have the suitable qualifications and experience in the
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appropriate category appearing in the framework agreement. The staff will sign
confidentiality agreements. Three categories of professionals are requested:

a. Archival processing projet manager
Education:
- University-level, masters-level degree in archival studies;
Experience:
- At least 5 years of relevant and continuous experience in the field of archives and
in particular including specific experience of assessing archival collections, project
management experience and team coordination and leadership experience.

b. Archivist/Documentalist
Education:
- University-level education attested by a degree in archival studies (or indeed, if
the term ‘archival studies’ is not clearly stated in the official title of the degree, details of
the university course which must include archival studies); at least bachelor level;
- Or university-level studies with at least a bachelor’s degree in documentation
sciences or in humanities, or in heritage management or in history;
- Knowledge in information technology, in particular in the field of archive-related
databases and documentary software;
- Excellent command of French or English; very good command of the other
language; command of another official European Union language is considered as an
advantage.
Experience:
- At least one year of direct experience in the field of archives (live, intermediate or
historical) for those holding a university degree in archival studies; at least three years of
direct experience in the field of archives (live, intermediate or historical) for those holding
a university degree in documentation sciences, or in humanities, or in heritage
management or history. This experience must be directly relevant with the requested
profiles.

c. Assistant archivist
Profile
- Baccalaureate (secondary school leaving certificate) and proven experience of at
least three years in archival services;
or
- University-level degree (bachelor level) in archival studies or documentation
science.

All of the profiles must have an excellent command of French or English and a very good
command of the other language.

The contractor must otherwise set out in detail the measures taken to:
 first,provide continuous training for its staff within their fields of expertise;
 second, to provide service continuity both in terms of availability of the profiles

requested and minimising the risk and impact of any eventual non-availability of a
professional.

4.3.3. Procedure

Implementing a project and issuing the corresponding purchase order include the
following stages:
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1. Drafting of the expression of needs by the Institution with a request for an estimate
and provision of human resources.
Through the expression of needs, the Institution draws up, as precisely as possible, the
initial situation, the expected result and the deliverables of the service as well as the rules,
standards and methods applicable to the project. It also specifies the professional profiles
that it deems to be adequate for its implementation. An estimate of the quantitative
parameters for the set of documents or the units being processed (for example, the number
of files, the number of documents or items, the number of pages and the average number
of languages per document) shall also be supplied.
The Institution submits to the contractor a request for an estimate, accompanied by the
expression of needs, and provision of human resources, specifying the required
professional profiles.

2. Submission of the estimate and a method of operation, specifying the human
resources provided.
The contractor must draw up a free estimate, in accordance with the price schedule,
accompanied by a method of operation in which it sets out the methods to be used for
performing the service, the resources to be implemented, as well as the number of hours
of work estimated to be needed for completion.
The contractor must specify in the estimate, the human resources that it is providing
throughout the project and send the CVs of the envisaged professionals, in accordance
with the defined professional profiles.

4.3.4. Monitoring of the project

The institution will monitor the effective performance of each project using schedules,
activity reports, (monitoring and planning) meetings, activities to manage the quality of
the project and the acceptance of deliverables.

4.3.4.1. Partners

For each project the following partners will be defined:
- a project manager appointed by the contractor, in charge of performing the purchase
order. They will be the liaison officer between the institution and the contractor for the
duration of the performance of the purchase order.
- a project manager appointed by the Institution, in charge of monitoring the effective
performance of the project.

4.3.4.2. Activity reports

Unless indicated otherwise in the expression of needs, the contractor must provide the
following reports:

a. Interim activity reports
These summary reports must describe the tasks completed and the results obtained during
a period defined in the expression of needs. They shall include in particular:
- the statement and the price of the services performed during the period in question,
subdivided per task;
- the progress of the project, including an updated schedule which highlights the main
stages of the project and the project completion percentage (use of time and resources).

Two types of reports are required:
- at the end of the project start-up period,
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- periodically, on a monthly basis or to be defined in the expression of needs.

These reports must be sent to the institution within five (5) working days following the
end of the period in question. These reports will be considered as accepted by the
institution if the institution does not issue any comment within ten (10) working days
following receipt.

b. Final report
This report will contain, in particular:
- the statement and the price of the services carried out for the performance of the project,
subdivided per task;
- a performance report per task, including a qualitative analysis of the performance of
each component of the project.

This report must be sent to the institution within fifteen (15) working days following the
end of the period in question. This report will be considered as accepted by the institution
if the institution does not issue any comment within twenty (20) working days following
receipt.

In case of non-acceptance of the report, the contractor must submit a new version of the
report for approval within five (5) working days. This report will be considered as
accepted by the institution if the institution does not issue any comment within twenty
(20) working days following receipt.

4.3.4.3. Meetings

Unless indicated otherwise in the specific invitation to tender, the following meetings will
be organised as a minimum requirement:
 after the purchase order is signed, a project kick-off meeting will be organised on

the premises of the Institution. The contractor’s project manager is required to
attend this meeting.

 periodic monitoring meetings, on the premises of the Institution, by
videoconference or by telephone conference according to the specifications
provided by the Institution. The frequency of these meetings will be defined in the
expression of needs. These monitoring meetings will provide detailed information
on progress and the effective performance of the tasks specified in the specific
contract and as a minimum requirement, information on: compliance with
technical specifications; observance of deadlines; the quality of the services and
products supplied.

The cost of all meetings must be included in the overall cost of the bid submitted by the
tenderer.
For each meeting, the contractor will supply a draft agenda three (3) days before the date
of the meeting, approved by the project manager.
The contractor must also write the draft minutes of each meeting, in English or in French
according to the specifications of the purchase order, within a period of five (5) working
days following the meeting and send it by e-mail to the Institution for comment. The
minutes must be commented upon and approved by all within five (5) working days. The
contractor will have three (3) working days to incorporate the comments into the minutes.
After two (2) working days, if no other comment has been made, the minutes will be
considered as approved.

4.3.4.4. Monitoring of hours worked
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The contractor draws up a monthly statement of hours worked per purchase order.
The Institution checks this statement based upon the working hours declared by the
contractor’s staff or using the Institution’s working time management system, or using the
time slips signed by the contractor’s staff upon each arrival/exit and countersigned by the
Institution.
Only the hours actually worked are invoiced. Absences for holiday, illness or for any
other reason cannot be taken into account when invoicing.

4.4 Lot 4: Archival data conversion

4.4.1. Tasks to be performed

This section outlines the tasks falling within Lot 4 Custody of archival description data.
The detailed specifications will be defined at each reopening of competition for each
specific contract.

The services performed shall, in particular, make it possible:
 the conversion of data from professional applications of producer services

(metadata) into archival description formats and in particular XML EAD, XML
EAC and XML EAG 2012 or their variants;

 the conversion or retroconversion of archival descriptions expressed in structured
or unstructured formats into archival description formats XML EAD, XML EAC
and XML EAG 2012 or their variants;

 the conversion of archival description data in XML EAD, XML EAC and XML
EAG into semantic web formats or languages such as RDF or the future ‘Records
in Concepts’ ontology of the International Council on Archives.

4.4.2. Procedure

For each project to be performed under the framework contract, contractors will receive a
specific invitation to tender, containing the following information:
The detailed description of the project: The services to be supplied and their performance
methods;
 The description of data to be converted and the volume thereof;
 The formats to be produced;
 The budget and the timetable;
 The requirements in terms of deliverables and quality;
 Any additional services such as the production of statistics, etc.;
 The award sub-criteria.

All contractors will be invited to submit a written proposal to perform the services
requested by no later than the date for the submission of tenders set out in the specific
invitation to tender. The specific tenders shall contain:

a) An administrative section, providing administrative information relating to sub-
contracting, where applicable. The documents to be supplied, in particular, include the
declaration on honour of any absence of conflicts of interest.

b) A technical section, setting out the understanding of the services described in the
detailed specifications, the composition and skills of the team of experts (including the
CV of all members of the team), the planning and the team leader responsible for the
specific project.
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c) A financial section, specifying the number person-days per category of staff required to
complete the tasks described in the detailed specifications multiplied by the daily rate per
category of staff as defined in the framework agreement. The daily rates defined in the
framework agreement will be the maximum prices that the contractor will be allowed to
invoice for the implementation of the specific projects.

4.4.3. Completion schedule

The project will start with a kick-off meeting during which the project completion
schedule will be approved.
This completion schedule must observe the deadlines defined in the specific invitation to
tender and take account of the deadlines for validating the deliverables defined in the
specific contract.

The project completion schedule is divided into several phases:
 start-up phase, which must allow the two parties to test the proposed methodology.

In order to validate this phase to move into production, an initial lot of
deliverables, defined in the specific invitation to tender, will be supplied by the
contractor. This start-up phase is not deemed to have been completed until this lot
of deliverables has been validated by the Institution. Production may not
commence until the start-up phase has been completed within the deadlines
provided. If the contractor has not been able to provide an acceptable lot of
deliverables within the deadlines, the Institution reserves the right to terminate the
specific contract.

 production phase during which the deliverables will be produced based upon the
specifications in the specific invitation to tender. Regular monitoring and reporting
on the performance of this phase must be provided by the contractor (see point
4.4.5.2a).

 closing phase of the project, with the delivery of all the deliverables and the final
acceptance process by the Institution. The contractor must produce a final report in
order to conclude this phase (see point 4.4.5.2b).

In case of delays attributable to the contractor, penalties shall be applied based on the
terms set out in the specific contract.

4.4.4. Conflicts of interests

The contractor must ensure that no circumstances arise during its commitment period
where the performance of the services by the contractor could conflict with the personal
interests of the contractor or with the services that the contractor may provide to third
parties. In case of a conflict or potential conflict of interests, the contractor shall notify the
Contracting Authority of this immediately.
Conflicts of interest are examined by the Contracting Authority on a case by case basis.
This check affects all legal and natural persons put forward by the contractor for the
performance of a specific project.
Contractors are obliged to check and notify the Contracting Authority if the performance
of the specific contract will involve a conflict of interests. The conditions that determine a
conflict of interests must be assessed at the time of the tender.

4.4.5. Monitoring of the project
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The institution will monitor the effective performance of each project using schedules,
activity reports, (monitoring and planning) meetings, activities to manage the quality of
the project and the acceptance of deliverables.

4.4.5.1. Partners

For each project the following partners will be defined:
 a project manager appointed by the contractor, responsible for the performance of

the purchase order. They will be the liaison officer between the institution and the
contractor for the duration of the performance of the purchase order.

 a project manager appointed by the Institution, responsible for monitoring the
effective performance of the project.

4.4.5.2. Activity reports

Unless indicated otherwise in the specific invitation to tender, the contractor must at least
provide the following reports:

a. Interim activity reports

These summary reports must describe the tasks completed and the results obtained during
a period defined in the expression of needs. They shall include in particular:
 the statement and the price of the services performed during the period in question,

subdivided per task;
 the progress of the project, including an updated schedule which highlights the

main stages of the project and the project completion percentage (use of time and
resources).

Two types of reports are envisaged:
 at the end of the project start-up period
 periodically, on a monthly basis or to be defined in the expression of needs.

These reports must be sent to the institution within five (5) working days following the
end of the period in question. These reports will be considered as accepted by the
institution if the institution does not issue any comment within ten (10) working days
following receipt.

b. Final report

This report shall contain, in particular:
 the statement and the price of the services performed for the performance of the

project, subdivided per task;
 a performance report per task, including a qualitative analysis of the performance

of each component of the project.

This report must be sent to the institution within fifteen (15) working days following the
end of the period in question. This report will be considered as accepted by the institution
if the institution does not issue any comment within twenty (20) working days following
receipt.

In case of non-acceptance of the report, the contractor must submit a new version of the
report for approval within five (5) working days. This report will be considered as
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accepted by the institution if the institution does not issue any comment within twenty
(20) working days following receipt.

4.4.5.3. Meetings

Unless indicated otherwise in the specific invitation to tender, the following meetings will
be organised as a minimum requirement:
 as soon as the specific contract is signed, a project kick-off meeting will be

organised on the premises of the Institution. The contractor’s project manager is
required to attend this meeting.

 periodic monitoring meetings, on the premises of the Institution, by
videoconference or by telephone conference according to the specifications
provided by the Institution. The frequency of these meetings will be defined in the
specific invitation to tender. These monitoring meetings will provide detailed
information on progress and the effective performance of the tasks specified in the
specific contract and as a minimum requirement, information on: compliance with
technical specifications; observance of deadlines; the quality of the services and
products supplied.

The cost of all meetings must be included in the overall cost of the bid submitted by the
tenderer.
For each meeting, the contractor will supply a draft agenda three (3) days before the date
of the meeting, approved by the project manager.
The contractor shall also write the draft minutes of each meeting, in English or in French
as specified by the contract, within a period of five (5) working days following the
meeting and send it by e-mail to the Institution for comment. The minutes must be
commented upon and approved by all within five (5) working days. The contractor will
have three (3) working days to incorporate the comments into the minutes. After two (2)
working days, if no other comment has been made, the minutes will be considered as
approved.

4.4.6. Deliverables

The deliverables required may vary according to the contracts. The number and the form
of the deliverables will be defined in the specific invitation to tender.
However, the deliverables must at least meet the following requirements:
 all the deliverables, physical or electronic, must be clearly identified and bear the

project references or any other relevant information defined in the specifications;
 the electronic files must be delivered by any means using modern communication

methods (FTP transmission, etc.). The contractor may suggest in its tender the
most efficient means of submitting deliverables to the Institution, subject to
compliance with the security rules in force in the Institution.

 the delivery unit is generally a lot of deliverables including at least:
o a delivery document drawn up by the contractor and which should include

a certificate from the contractor’s quality manager and proof of a positive
anti-virus test result covering all of the lot. This document will be
countersigned by the Institution certifying receipt of the lot.

o an acceptance form to be signed by the Institution, certifying that the
deliverables correspond to the specifications after inspection (see point
4.4.7.2)

o the necessary documentation for administrative processing and invoicing
based on the terms set out in the specific contract.
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The contractor must retain a copy of the files produced until the end of the guarantee
period defined in the specific contract.

4.4.7. Quality assurance

4.4.7.1. Quality control

The quality control falls within the responsibility of the contractor, who must ensure that
all the deliverables comply with the specifications and with the quality criteria defined in
the specific invitation to tender. The contractor will describe in its tender the means and
methods implemented to ensure the quality of the requested services.

All of the deliverables must undergo an internal quality control before being submitted to
the Institution. These controls include formal, technical and logical checks sufficient to
ensure compliance and consistency of the lot.

All of the costs relating to the implementation of the quality control are borne by the
contractor.

The Institution also controls the quality of the deliverables upon receipt, in accordance
with the terms set out in the specific invitation to tender.

4.4.7.2. Acceptance deadlines for deliverables

The quality of the lot delivered is controlled by the Institution within a maximum period
of sixty (60) calendar days from delivery, unless specified otherwise in the specific
invitation to tender.

In case a lot fails the quality control and is rejected, the contractor shall make the
necessary corrections and redeliver the lot at its expense within a maximum period of
twenty (20) working days from the date of notification of rejection.

The contractor has five (5) working days to challenge the rejection from the date of its
notification. A challenge, which is not based upon valid technical arguments or a case of
force majeure, will be deemed to be a tacit acceptance of the rejection. If the challenge is
admissible, the period of twenty (20) working days for new delivery of the lot is
suspended pending a decision as to whether the Institution should continue or abandon the
service performance.

The rejection of a deliverable may incur penalties depending on the provisions of the
framework contract or the terms set out in the specific contract.
The successive rejection of the same lot may result in termination of the specific contract.

If the lot is accepted, the acceptance form is signed by the Institution and sent to the
contractor.
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Annex II: The European Parliament's environmental policy





 
   

Environmental protection (EMAS)  
in the European Parliament buildings 

For staff of companies working for the European Parliament 

 
What is EMAS? 

EMAS is the system used by the European Parliament (EP) to reduce the impact of its activities on the 
environment. EMAS is an environmental management system (EMS) based on ISO standard 14001:2004 and 
EMAS regulations 1221/2009. The Parliament began to apply EMAS following a Bureau decision in 2004.  
 
The President and the Secretary-General of the EP signed the EMAS policy. This document committed the 
Parliament to continually reducing its impact on the environment in areas such as the production of office 
and kitchen waste, the handling of dangerous substances, CO2 emissions to fight global warming, energy, 
water and paper consumption, respect for environmental legislation, staff training etc. 
 
How can my company contribute to improving the environment at the European Parliament? 
You contribute by respecting current environmental legislation, as well as all environmental instructions and procedures. Your 
company should ensure that all staff who perform tasks which have a significant environmental impact have received the 
necessary training. Your company therefore plays an essential part in improving environmental quality at the EP.  
 
Our environmental commitment is also set out in the obligations that appear in our new contracts: ‘The contractor undertakes 
to respect (…) the environmental characteristics of the contract and any other similar condition imposed by the specification 
and explained, where necessary, in the contractor's tender. The European Parliament reserves the right to carry out any 
checks and inspections direct with the contractor, necessary to ensure that the environmental requirements imposed are being 
respected (…) Any failure on the part of the contractor to comply with the environmental obligations imposed or any refusal to 
be checked by the European Parliament or a duly authorised body will allow the European Parliament to terminate the 
contract’. 
 
If you use substances that are dangerous for the environment, you are obliged to 
respect the legislation in force and to know the EP's environmental procedures. For 
more information, please consult your contact at the European Parliament. 

 
 
If you are in one of our buildings and you discover an accident with significant environmental consequences 
(such as a fire, explosion, leak of water, fuel oil, gas, oil or any other dangerous substance), please inform the 
Security Service (      85112). The same number can be used for medical emergencies. 
 

 
We are grateful to the European Parliament's contractors and subcontractors for their 
valuable contribution to the sorting, storage and recycling of waste. We would remind you of 
the importance of sorting waste properly and kindly request that you make your colleagues 
aware of the importance of your role for the environment. 
 

And what can my company do if it causes other types of environmental damage? 
If your company's activities for the European Parliament cause other types of environmental damage (consumption of 
paper, fuel, electricity, water, production of other types of waste etc.) you can consult your contact at the European 
Parliament in order to try and improve your environmental performance (the EMAS coordination team will also be happy to 
help you). 
 
Some tips for every day: 
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Has the European Parliament already made real progress for the environment?  The EP has long been working to improve the 
environment. Here are some of its achievements: 
 
- The EP has undertaken to reduce its CO2 emissions by 30% by 2020.  
- The Parliament sorts and recycles its waste, paying special attention to hazardous products.  
- The Parliament uses electricity from 100% renewable sources, at all three of its sites.  
- The EP integrates environmental clauses into its public procurement contracts.  

 
Did you know that the Parliament has obtained EMAS and ISO 14001:2004 certification? So 
external environmental audits will be carried out each year and your involvement in the 
environmental management system will also be evaluated. 
 

                                                EMAS is you! 
 

 
 

 
EMAS-214 

 
                We look forward to your proposals and suggestions at emas@europarl.europa.eu or on ;     (+352.4300) 22500 

Save energy. Turn off the light when it isn't needed and 
save electricity. 

Save water. Turn the tap off completely and alert the 
appropriate department if you discover a leak.

Take the stairs instead. It's better for your health and 
better for the environment! 

Use public transport for your journeys. Transport is 
one of the largest sources of CO2 emissions. 

Signing of the EMAS 
policy on 28 September 

2010 

Recycle your waste. Please collect your waste and 
use the appropriate bins. Waste which isn't sorted 
cannot be recycled! 
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Annex III: Declaration on the tenderer's honour concerning the exclusion and
selection criteria

The undersigned [name of the signatory of this form]:

(for natural persons only)
representing themselves

(for legal persons only) representing the following legal
person:

ID or passport number: Full official name:
Official legal form:
Statutory registration number:
Full official address:
VAT registration no:

1) hereby declares whether the above-mentioned person is or is not in one of the following
situations:

EXCLUSION SITUATION CONCERNING THE PERSON YES NO

a) is bankrupt, subject to insolvency or winding up procedures, its assets are being
administered by a liquidator or by a court, is in an arrangement with creditors, its
business activities are suspended or it is in any analogous situation arising from a
similar procedure provided for under national legislation or regulations;

b) it has been established by a final judgment or a final administrative decision that
it is in breach of its obligations relating to the payment of taxes or social security
contributions in accordance with the law of the country in which it is established,
with those of the country in which the contracting authority is located or those of
the country in which the contract will be performed;

c) it has been established by a final judgement or a final administrative decision that
it is guilty of grave professional misconduct by having violated applicable laws or
regulations or ethical standards of the profession to which the person belongs, or
by having engaged in any wrongful conduct which has an impact on his
professional credibility where such conduct denotes wrongful intent or gross
negligence, including, in particular, any of the following:

i) fraudulently or negligently misrepresenting information required for the
verification of the absence of grounds for exclusion or the fulfilment of
selection criteria or in the performance of a contract;
ii) entering into agreement with other persons with the aim of distorting
competition;
iii) violating intellectual property rights;

iv) attempting to influence the decision-making process of the contracting
authority during the procurement procedure;
v) attempting to obtain confidential information that may confer upon it undue
advantages in the procurement procedure;
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d) it has been established by a final judgement that the person is guilty of any of the
following:

i) fraud, within the meaning of Article 1 of the Convention on the protection
of the European Communities' financial interests, drawn up by the Council
Act of 26 July 1995 ;
ii) corruption, as defined in Article 3 of the Convention on the fight against
corruption involving officials of the European Communities or officials of EU
Member States, drawn up by the Council Act of 26 May 1997, and in Article
2(1) of Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA, as well as corruption as
defined in the legal provisions of the country where the contracting authority
is located, the country in which the person is established or the country in
which the contract will be performed;
iii) participation in a criminal organisation, as defined in Article 2 of Council
Framework Decision 2008/841/JHA;
iv) money laundering or terrorist financing , as defined in Article 1 of Directive
2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council;
v) terrorist-related offences or offences linked to terrorist activities, as defined
in Articles 1 and 3 of Council Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA ,
respectively, or inciting, aiding, abetting or attempting to commit such
offences, as referred to in Article 4 of that Decision;
vi) child labour and other forms of trafficking in human beings as defined in
Article 2 of Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the
Council;

e) it has shown significant deficiencies in complying with the main obligations in
the performance of a contract financed by the Union’s budget, which has led to its
early termination or to the application of liquidated damages or other contractual
penalties, or which has been discovered following checks, audits or investigations
by an authorising officer, OLAF or the Court of Auditors;

f) it has been established by a final judgment or final administrative decision that it has committed an irregularity within the

meaning of Article 1(2) of Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2988/95
g) for the situations of grave professional misconduct, fraud, corruption, other

criminal offences, significant deficiencies in the performance of the contract or
irregularity, the person is subject to:

i.facts established in the context of audits or investigations carried out by the
Court of Auditors, OLAF or internal audit, or any other check, audit or control
performed under the responsibility of an authorising officer of an EU
institution, of a European office or of an EU agency or body;

ii.non-final administrative decisions which, where applicable, may include
disciplinary measures taken by the competent supervisory body responsible
for the verification of the application of standards of professional ethics;

iii.decisions of the ECB, the EIB, the European Investment Fund or international
organisations;

iv.decisions of the Commission relating to the infringement of the Union's
competition rules or of a national competent authority relating to the
infringement of Union or national competition law; or

v.exclusion decisions taken by an authorising officer of an EU institution, of a
European office or of an EU agency or body.
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[Only for legal persons other than the Member States and local authorities; otherwise, delete
this table(point 2)]

2) hereby declares whether a natural or legal person who is a member of the administrative,
management or supervisory body of the legal person referred to above, or who has powers of
representation, decision or control with regard to that person (this covers the company
directors, members of the management or supervisory bodies and cases where one natural
person holds a majority of shares) is or is not in one of the following situations:

EXCLUSION SITUATIONS CONCERNING NATURAL OR LEGAL PERSONS WITH POWER
OF REPRESENTATION, DECISION-MAKING OR CONTROL WITH REGARD TO THE

LEGAL PERSON

YES NO

Situation referred to in point c) above (grave professional misconduct)

Situation referred to in point d) above (fraud, corruption or other legal offence)

Situation referred to in point e) above (serious shortcomings in the performance
of a contract)

Situation referred to in point f) above (irregularities)

[Only for legal persons other than the Member States and local authorities; otherwise, delete
this table(point 3)]

3) hereby declares whether a natural or legal person that assumes unlimited liability for the
debts of the above-mentioned legal person is or is not in one of the following situations:

EXCLUSION SITUATIONS CONCERNING NATURAL OR LEGAL PERSONS ASSUMING
UNLIMITED LIABILITY FOR THE DEBTS OF THE LEGAL PERSON YES NO

Situation referred to in point a) above (bankruptcy)

Situation referred to in point b) above (failure to pay taxes or social security
contributions)

4) hereby declares whether the above-mentioned person is or is not in one of the following
situations:

GROUNDS FOR REJECTION FROM THIS PROCEDURE YES NO

h) has distorted competition by being previously involved in the preparation of
procurement documents for this procurement procedure;

i) has provided accurate, sincere and complete information to the contracting
authority within the context of this procurement procedure;

5) acknowledges that the above-mentioned person may be subject to rejection
from this procedure and to administrative sanctions (exclusion or financial
penalty) if any of the declarations or information provided as a condition for
participating in this procedure proves to be false.

CORRECTIVE MEASURES
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If the person declares that one of the exclusion situations listed above applies, it should indicate
the measures that it has taken to remedy the exclusion situation, thus demonstrating its reliability.
They may include, for example, technical, organisational and personnel-related measures to
prevent further occurrence, damages or payment of fines. The pertinent documentary proof
demonstrating that appropriate corrective measures have been taken must be attached to this
declaration. This provision does not apply to the situations referred to in d) of this declaration.

EVIDENCE UPON REQUEST

Upon request and within the time limit set by the contracting authority, the person is required to
provide information on the persons that are members of the administrative, management or
supervisory body, as well as the following evidence concerning the person or the natural or legal
persons assuming unlimited liability for the debt of the person:

For the situations described in (a), (c), (d) or (f), production of a recent extract from the judicial record is
required or, failing that, an equivalent document recently issued by a judicial or administrative authority in
the country of establishment of the person showing that those requirements have been met.
For the cases mentioned in points a) or b), recent certificates issued by the competent authorities of the
country concerned are required. These documents must provide evidence covering all taxes and social
security contributions for which the person is liable, including, for example, VAT, income tax (natural
persons only), company tax (legal persons only) and social security contributions. Where any document
described above is not issued in the country concerned, it may be replaced by a sworn statement made
before a judicial authority or notary or, failing that, a solemn statement made before an administrative
authority or a qualified professional body in its country of establishment.
If the person has already presented such documentation for the purposes of another procedure and if
these documents have been issued within the last year, and these documents are still valid, the person
shall attest on its honour that the documentary proof has already been provided and that no changes in
its situation have occurred.
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6) declares that the person mentioned above meets or does not meet the selection criteria
outlined in the specifications:

SELECTION CRITERIA YES NO

a) from a legal and regulatory perspective, the person has the capacity to carry
out the professional activity required to perform the contract in compliance
with the provisions of section 14.1 of the specifications;

b) the person fulfils the applicable economic and financial criteria, mentioned
in section 14.2 of the specifications;

c) the person fulfils the applicable technical and professional criteria indicated
in point 14.3 of the tender specifications.

7) the person declares that the person mentioned above is able to provide
upon demand and without delay the requisite supporting documents listed
in the corresponding sections of the specifications and which are not
available in electronic format.

Full name Date Signature
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Annex IV: Financial identification form - Supplier



Title / LEGAL FORM

NAME (S)

ABBREVIATION

ADDRESS Street

Number Postcode

Town / City Country

VAT-Number

PLACE OF REGISTRATION

/ /

PHONE FAX

E-MAIL

ACCOUNT NAME
 (The name under which the account has been opened)

ADDRESS Street

Number Postcode

Town / City Country

BANK

IBAN
(Obligatory,  if the IBAN Code exists in the country where your bank is established)

SWIFT CODE (BIC) CURRENCY

ACCOUNT NUMBER
(National Format)

BANK NAME

ADDRESS Street

Number Postcode

Town / City Country

BANK STAMP + SIGNATURE OF BANK REPRESENTATIVE * : DATE + SIGNATURE OF ACCOUNT HOLDER

(Obligatory)

LEGAL ENTITY
PRIVATE COMPANY

A copy of some official document showing the name of the legal entity, the registration address, the VAT number and the registration number given by the national authorities must be attached.

ACCOUNT NAME

* It is preferable to attach a copy of recent bank statement. Please note that the bank statement has to provide all the information listed above under 'ACCOUNT NAME' and 'BANK'. In this case, the
stamp of the bank and the signature of the bank's representative are not required. The signature of the account-holder is obligatory in all cases.
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Annex V: Information sheet concerning groups of economic operators

Official name of the member authorised by the group10:
...................................................................................................................................................

Official address:
.......................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................

Legal form of the group11:
.......................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................

I, the undersigned, Mr/Ms………………………………, representing the authorised
representative of the consortium of operators submitting this tender, hereby declare that I have
noted the conditions laid down by the Contracting Authority for submission of a tender by a
consortium and that the submission of a tender and the signing of this declaration imply
acceptance of those conditions:

‘The group of economic operators’ shall furnish proof of its legal form in the tender. This may
take one of the following forms:

- an entity with legal personality recognised by a Member State;
- an entity without legal personality, but offering sufficient protection of the Contracting

Authority’s contractual interests (depending on the Member State concerned, this may
be, for example, a consortium or a temporary association);

- the signature by all the partners of a type of 'power of attorney' or equivalent
document confirming a form of cooperation.

The document supplied must prove the group's actual status. In that document or in an annex
thereto, the economic operators making up the group shall undertake, as tenderers, to bear
joint and several liability during performance of the contract, should it be awarded to them.

The Contracting Authority may accept other legal forms not referred to above, provided that
they guarantee the parties’ joint and several liability and are compatible with performance of
the contract. However, in the contract to be signed with the consortium the Contracting
Authority will refer expressly to the existence of such joint and several liability. In addition, it
reserves the right to require, contractually, the appointment of an authorised representative
who may represent the members and who is empowered, inter alia, to issue invoices on behalf
of the other members.’

10 State the name and address of the member authorised by the other members of the consortium to represent
it. If no authorisation has been given, all consortium members must sign this declaration.

11 To be indicated if a precise form has been chosen by the group members. If that is not the case, leave blank.
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Information on consortium members

Name of group member Address of group member Name of member’s

representative

Description of technical,

professional and

economic capacities12

Date: ............................ Signature: ...............................................

12 Should such a description already have been provided in the tender, reference may be made to precisely
where that description appears.
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Annex VI: Declaration concerning subcontractors

Name of the tenderer:

I, the undersigned, Mr/Ms………………………………, in my capacity as representative of
the above-mentioned tenderer, hereby declare that, in the event that the contract, or one or
more lots thereof, is awarded to the tenderer, the following economic operators will act as
subcontractors:

Subcontractor information

Name and

address of

subcontractor

Description of the subcontracted

part of the contract

Value of subcontracted

part of contract (in EUR

and as a percentage of

estimated total amount of

contract)

I acknowledge that the Contracting Authority reserves the right to require information to be
provided on the financial, economic, technical and professional capacities of the proposed
subcontractor(s). Likewise, the Contracting Authority may demand the requisite proof to
establish whether the subcontractors comply with the requisite exclusion criteria applying to
tenderers.

In this context, the Contracting Authority reserves the right to reject any proposed
subcontractor not complying with the exclusion and/or selection criteria.

Furthermore, the Contracting Authority must be informed by the Contractor of any
subsequent use of subcontracting not provided for in the tender. The Contracting Authority
therefore reserves the right to accept or reject any subcontractor proposed during the
performance of the contract. Accordingly, it may demand the proof necessary to establish
whether a subcontractor complies with the requisite criteria. The Contracting Authority’s
authorisation will always be granted in writing.
If the contract is awarded to a tenderer who proposes a subcontractor in their tender, this
equates to giving consent for the subcontracting.

Date: ............................ Signature: ...............................................
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Annex VII: Financial data sheet

To be completed by the tenderer or by each company in the case of a consortium with a joint representative, on
the basis of the financial statements for the last three financial years, which must be attached.

Turnover
Total turnover for the last three financial years13

Year n-1..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3..................................................................................... EUR

Profit
Total net profit after tax for the last three financial years

Year n-1..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3..................................................................................... EUR

Assets available in the short term
Total assets available14 within one year

Year n-1..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3..................................................................................... EUR

Short-term debt
Total debt15 due within one year

Year n-1..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3..................................................................................... EUR

Certified true and accurate.

Completed at .............................., on ..................................

Signatures(s):

13 Any minimum annual overall turnover figure requested should not exceed twice the estimated annual value
of the contract, except in duly justified cases linked to the nature of the purchase, which the contracting
authority shall explain in the procurement documents.

14 Debts receivable within not more than one year, orders in progress, cash investments, available securities
and adjustment accounts

15 All debt of any kind due within not more than one year, and adjustment accounts.
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Annex VIII: Label to be affixed to the outer and inner envelopes when a

tender is sent

To be used and completed to help ensure that the tender is sent to the relevant department at the

European Parliament



European Parliament

Official Mail Unit

DG EPRS

Historical Archives Unit

Schuman building, room 00A018

L-2929 Luxembourg

INVITATION TO TENDER No EPRS/ARCH/SER/16/013

NOT TO BE OPENED BY THE MAIL UNIT

OR ANY UNAUTHORISED PERSON



In the case of several packages or envelopes: make copies of the label and repeat the operation.
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Annex IX: Submission of references form

Form No...........................
Tenderer:.................................................................

Project or activity quoted in reference:...........................................................................

Customer information
Customer name:.........................................................................................
Economic activity:.................................................................................
Public Private
Contacts:
Name:................................................
Position:.....................................................

Telephone: ......................................................
E-mail:.............................................................

Organisation, schedule, volumes
Main contractor for this project
 tenderer
 other: specify the role played by the tenderer: leader of a consortium of economic operators,
members of a consortium of economic operators, subcontractor etc.
..............................................................................................................................................................

Start date of the project:.................................
End date of the project:...................................
Project completed: yes no

Lot 1
Field concerned:
Records management, organising and managing current and intermediate records
Management of digital archives
Organisation and management of the historical archives
Implementation of archival management and description standards
Electronic procedures for the archiving process
Long-term preservation and custody, digitisation
Development and communication concerning the archives and the repository of an institution
Open data and web semantics applied to the archives
 Other. Specify:.............................................................................................................................

Type of service performed:
Audit study benchmarking
project management support definition or implementation of an archiving policy

Lot 2
Type of records concerned:
current and intermediate records
historical records

administrative records
judicial or legal records
technical or scientific records
legislative records
 other. Specify:.........................................

Lot 3
Type of records processed:
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current and intermediate records
historical records

administrative records
judicial or legal records
technical or scientific records
legislative records
 other. Specify:..........................................

Volumes or number of documents
processed:...........................................................................................
Standards applied:................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
Description entry tool:..............................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
Where applicable, the web site at which the research tools can be consulted:................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Lot 4
Conversion format:
XML EAD XML EAC other. Specify:............................................................................................

For all lots
Number of persons involved in the project (total number and share of the staff supplied by the
tenderer) in days/persons
Profile Total number of

days/persons
Days/persons
supplied by the
tenderer

Description of the project (objectives, tasks performed, volumes
etc):..........................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
Explain in what way the project is relevant in relation to this invitation to
tender:.......................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
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Annex X: price schedule and financial tender form
to be completed and signed by the tenderer

Lot 1: Analysis and study

Maximum fees applicable to the framework contract
The fees applied to all the specific contracts signed under this framework contract may not exceed
the prices below

Profile Description Price per
day/person
(in EUR)

Weighting
selected for
the
assessment
of the
financial
tenders

Total price

Senior
expert/project
manager

more than ten (10) years of
experience of relevant and
continuous work in the field
of the contract and in
project management

30%

Expert five (5) to ten (10) years of
experience of relevant and
continuous work in the field
of the contract

70%

Junior expert less than five (5) years of
experience of relevant and
continuous work in the field
of the contract

N/A

Total price of the tender

Lot 2: Technical assistance

Profile Description Price per
day/person
(in EUR)

Weighting
selected for
the
assessment
of the
financial
tenders

Total
price

Archivist/
documen
talist

University-level education attested by a
degree in archival studies (or indeed, if
the term ‘archival studies’ is not clearly
stated in the official title of the degree,
details of the university course which
must include archival studies); at least
bachelor level;
or

50%
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university-level education with at least a
bachelor’s degree in documentation
sciences or in humanities, or in heritage
management or in history;
Knowledge in information technology, in
particular in the field of archive-related
databases and documentary software;
Experience: at least one (1) year of direct
experience in the field of archives (live,
intermediate or historical) for those
holding a university degree in archival
studies; at least three (3) years of direct
experience in the field of archives (live,
intermediate or historical) for those
holding a university degree in
documentation sciences, or in
humanities, or in heritage management
or history. This experience must be
directly relevant with the requested
profiles

Assistant
archivist

Education: baccalaureate (secondary
school leaving certificate) and proven
experience of at least three (3) years in
archival services;
or
University-level degree (bachelor level) in
archival studies or documentation
science

50%

Total price of the tender

Lot 3: Archive processing services

Profile Description Price per
day/person
(in EUR)

Weighting
selected for
the
assessment
of the
financial
tenders

Total
price

Project
manager

Education: university-level, master’s-level
degree in archival studies;
Experience: at least five (5) years of
relevant and continuous experience in
the field of archives and in particular
including specific experience of assessing
archival collections, project management
experience and team coordination and
leadership experience.

5%

Archivist/ University-level education attested by a 70%
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documen
talist

degree in archival studies (or indeed, if
the term ‘archival studies’ is not clearly
stated in the official title of the degree,
details of the university course which
must include archival studies); at least
bachelor level;
or
university-level education with at least a
bachelor’s degree in documentation
sciences or in humanities, or in heritage
management or in history;
Knowledge in information technology, in
particular in the field of archive-related
databases and documentary software;
Experience: at least one (1) year of direct
experience in the field of archives (live,
intermediate or historical) for those
holding a university degree in archival
studies; at least three (3) years of direct
experience in the field of archives (live,
intermediate or historical) for those
holding a university degree in
documentation sciences, or in
humanities, or in heritage management
or history. This experience must be
directly relevant with the requested
profiles

Assistant
archivist

Education: baccalaureate (secondary
school leaving certificate) and proven
experience of at least three (3) years in
archival services;
or
University-level degree (bachelor level) in
archival studies or documentation
science

25%

Total price of the tender

Lot 4: Archival data conversion
Maximum fees applicable to the framework contract
The fees applied to all the specific contracts signed under this framework contract may not exceed
the prices below

Type of conversion Unit price Volume selected for
financial assessment

Total price

Conversion of
structured data
originating from the
professional
applications of

10 000 unit
descriptive notes
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producers (all
formats) into XML
EAD, XML EAC or their
variants
conversion or
retroconversion of
archival descriptions
expressed in
structured or
unstructured formats
into archival
description formats
XML EAD, XML EAC
and XML EAG 2012 or
their variants

10 000 unit
descriptive notes

conversion of archival
description data
expressed in XML
EAD, XML EAC and
XML EAG into
semantic web formats
or languages

10 000 unit
descriptive notes

Total price of the tender


